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INTRODUCTION 
The Family Services Program of the United States 
Air Force is a~ internal public relations program with the 
dual mission of morale and retention of the service member. 
An effective family services program provides a 
commander with an organized system for bringing 
the resources of all base agencies to bear on the 
relief of personal problems encountered by Air 
Force personnel and their families . • • Also it 
serves as a means by which commanders may be kept 
aware of areas of dissatisfaction which adversely 
affect all personnel.! 
The program thus illustrates the two-way street of public 
relations. 
The program has two unusual features. Its primary 
target public is not the military member, but the Air Force 
wife; and although supervised by military regulation and 
military personnel, it is staffed by Air Force wives--the 
exact public it is designed to influence. The successful 
development of such a program requires the utilization of 
~a~y communication techniques on the part of the military 
staff involved. 
• 
1Air Force Manual 34-7, Familt Services Program, 
Washington, D.C.: Department of their Force, 1 May 1956, 
p. iii. . 
2 
In this study I intend to illustrate the develop-
ment of this internal public relations program and to ex-
amine its communications. The specific objective in study-
ing such a program is to attempt to define some of the 
problem areas of communicating with dependents, and to sug-
gest approaches to these problems. The goal of this study 
is to illustrate how the military communicator, th~ Family 
Services Officer, can enhance the communications of this 
program: (1) by identifying the publics involved and (2) by 
applying principles of communication and organization to 
them. In this study I shall examine specific cases of com-
munications among and between the military staff and de-
pendent wives and attempt to suggest effective communica-
tion techniques which I shall test against selected prin-
ciples and theories. 
This will add to the field of public relations a 
specific case study in military public relations showing 
the interaction of various publics of military society 
(Commanders, military staff, wives, etc.) concerned with 
an internal information program (Family Services) and how 
they affect the structure of the communications. 
) 
) 
CHAPTER I 
HISTOR~ AND FUNCTIQNS OF THE USAF 
FAMILY SERVICES PROG.RAM 
Persoaal Affairs and Family Services Program 
In the United States Military Services, the Per-
, 
sonal Affairs and Family Services Program is unique to the 
Air Force; the other services have no counterpart. 
The Personal Affairs and Family Services Program 
furnishes family, indi~idual, financial management and pro-
gram services to military members and their families and 
to the families of deceased members. The program insures 
,. ~ '(' \ 
that.~·they are. aware of and receive certain service-connected 
benefits granted by enactments of Co~gres~., ex-ecutivta and 
,. 
administrative regulatipns, and custom. The program cotin-
·se·l.s, gives~infoi:'mation an.d assistance the meJnbers and 
~ . 
. -
their fa~~.li·e.~ might require to cope with perso~~l ]?:~;".oblems, 
,•·· *1 .. .~ 
stresses and'needs. 
The Personal Aff.airs-· and Fam~ly Services branch is 
·, . 
comprised of·four sections: Military Affair& and Counseling, 
* - ' For the reader s convenience, all footnotes and 
citations will be placed at the end of each chapter. 
'•. 
) 
) 
) 
4 
Ca~ualty Report~n~ and Assistance, Air Force Aid Society 
,I 
a~d Family Services. The branch is normally_staffed by 
two commissioned officers, a senior non-commissioned offi-
cer, and additional non-commissioned officers and airmen 
assigned to each section in accordance with base popula-
tion.2 
This study is concerned with one section of the 
branch--the Family Services Program. This progr~ is pro-
vided for by military directive, Air Force Regulation 34-
15, and is supervised by a commissioned officer. It dif~ 
fers from other military programs in that it is staffed by 
volunteer Air Force ~ives. 
Early Programs 
As far back as 192P, some of the Army Air Corps 
wives in the Washington, D.C. area formed a group called 
' 
the "Air Service Wives Club." These wives were-particu-
larly interested in making hQspital calls and assisting in 
' 
welfare problems of military personnel and their depend-
ents. Future wives clubs often had committees to look into 
similar situations. As the Air Force came into its own and 
the service was· faced with problems arising from the ab-
----.- .. . ). 
sences of members during temporary duty assignments (TDY), 
...._ ~ .. 'l ~· .. • • ._ • • 
... -. .. -
many bases initiated temporary organizations to assist the 
families left behind. These programs were all volunteer 
5 
and lacked military supervisiou; the group~ were not stable, 
but wer~ given birth and death with each new occasion. 
These were the beginnings of the family services program. 
The SAC Dependents Assistance Program 
The rapid growth of the Strategic Air Command was 
accompanied by a~ i~tensified schedule of rotational TDY's, 
during which me~ were deployed overseas for periods of 
several months. This coupled with short notice departure 
of ~he head of the family during the Korean co~flict agi-
tated and alienated the attit~de of many wives. 
Ruth Lindquist, in the study of one Strategic Air 
Command Wing, "reported that in a sample of 52 families, 
15 had one or both spouses who had been divorced." 3 The 
implication of this study was that the constant family 
disruption within the command accounted for this abnormally 
high divorce rateo Whether the contimuing a~ert status aQd 
intensified training routines of the Strategic Air c~and 
were responsible for the divo~ce rate m~y remain a.moot 
9uestion, but it is equitabl~ to assume that these abra-
~ion~. t~ ~~rmal family routine were catalysts to many 
domes~ic problemso 
General Curtis Eo LeMay; then SAC Commander was 
very much concerned about the problems faced bi 
families when airmen were deployed overseas, often· 
on short notice,in SAc·•s intensive mobility train-
ing programo The Korean conflict,·with its 
sbo~t-notice mass TDY movement also underscored 
the ···need for aid to the fam:l.ly in the temporary 
absence of the head of the house.4 -
6 
The Pe~sonal Affairs Program of 1948·1952, du~ing 
the build up phase of the Strategic Air Command, ~oul4 p~ 
only partially effective primarily for the lac~ Qf man~ 
pow~r. 5 
At the suggestion of Mrs. LeMay, the General·pro-
posed a permanent organization of volunteer wiv~s tQ aug-
.. 
ment the personal affairs program and to assist ~he 
families o~ airmen absent on prolonged TDY missioas. 
Headquarters Eighth Air Force, Carswell Air Force Base, 
~exas, was requested to field test such an organization in 
1952. Mrs. LeMay headed a committee of wives to study the 
program at various bases -and assisted in developing an ef-
fective program •. 
After more than a year of study, the base programs 
{_,_ ~ 
were analyzed and the following conclusions were ~eacbed; 
There was a ~eed for such a p~og~am and it was worthwhile~ 
in order to be effective ~he p~ogram must com~ ~nder m~li~ 
tary control and direction; voluntee~ organ;zation mus~ be 
es~ab~~shed base-wide (not by squadron) and be completely 
divo~ced f~om the wives club. 6 
·In 1953, Gene~al LeMay di~ected-~bat a,Depe~dents 
. ' . 
Assistance Prog~am be developed at all othe~ Strat~giQ 
Air Command bases. On 23 April 1954~ the Strat~gic Air 
7 
Co~and issued a regulation providing for the program and 
organization as developed fr~ the field tests of Eighth 
Air Force. 7 
The program was constant~y evaluated and refined. 
Mrs. LeMay accompanied by wives of other qfficers and air-
men visited the base programs and led round table discus-
sions about the new program. Volunteers throughout the 
. I 
command were invited to SAC Hea~quarters at Offutt AFB, 
Nebraska to exchange ideas~ talk over new plans and aug• 
·gest ways to streamline the organization. From these 
visits and meetings emerged the concept of a base-wide 
organization as opposed to the various programs estab-
lished within the individual squadrons on a base. It was 
also.empbasized that there was to be no carry.over of bus• 
, , 
band's rank into the volunteer program. Special uniforms 
were designed and made availabl~ to the volunteers.8 ·· 
Two aspects of the program received primary·empha· 
. . 
sis ~n the beginning~~the Orientation Course and the TOY 
Committee • 
. Tha O~i~ntation Course.~~The Dependents O~ienta• 
. . ' 
tion Course was·originally called the Eight~Air·Force 
Volunteer Training Course. It was presented by First Lieu-
tenant Evelyn R. Houdyshell, Eight Air Force Dependents 
' 
Assistance Officer,.at a conference at SAC Headquarters 
( 
and the idea was soon implemented SAC wide fo~ all depend-
ents instead of for volunteers onlyp 9 
The scope of the course was broad. Lecture topics 
included housing, allotments, overse~s travel, government 
ins~rance, casualty assistance, benefits, ~edical and w~l­
fare agencies. An attempt was ~ade to answer ~11 q~estions 
conceraing rights, benefits, and factlities available to 
wives and dependents of military personnel. 
Based on the premise that informed dependents would 
be satisfied dependents, a lecture on the SAC mission was 
included in the progr~. An effort was thus made to e~­
plain the importance of the husband's work to the wife. 
Emphasis was placed on information which outline4 the ne~es· 
sity of the TDY's in the accomplishment of the command's 
mission. 
The first orientation course presented at Q~~~w~ll 
Air Force Base, Texas was attended by J67 wive~; tne ~e§­
sion ran three days and offered a total of eight no~~§ 
indoctrination. After completion o~ the le~tures, wives 
were presented with graduation certificates. 10 
The enthusiasm with which the co~rse was ~ege~ve4 
by these Air Force wives caused SAC tQ direct tbat it 
would be presented at least quarterly on each ba~e with 
the yltimate goal of o~ienting eve~y SAC wife.ll 
9 
To have some conception of how the program has 
grown just within the Strategic Air Command a review of 
orientation course at~endance is helpful. In January 
1956, it was reported that 57 centers were in operation 
throughout SAC and these were manned by 4,500 active 
volunteers. From the period April 1954 to June 1956, 200 
orientation courses were given and 15,500 Air Force wives 
had attended. 12 
In comparison, from 1959 through 1960, Second Air 
Force (one of SAC's three sub commands), averaged sixteen 
to seventeen centers with about 1,500 volunteers. During 
the same period, 123 courses were presented and 11,322 
wives attended. The same command reported 91 courses dur-
ing 1961 with ov~r 7,200 wives in attendance. 13 
The TDY Committee.--The TDY committee p~~sonified 
~~e basic reason behind the formation of the p~ogram. 
·~When a complete squadron or wing had temporary duty away 
from home, this committee had a full time job. Every wife 
was contacted and advised of the services available from 
the Dependents Assistance Center; periodically, a volun-
teer phoned to as~ how things were going and relay news 
(unclassified) about the work of the men who were away; a 
social committee arranged coffees and art classes for the 
TDY widows; and the final task was the homecoming affair. 
10 
Each wife was notified of the estimated time of her bus-
baud's return and the whole family would appear at the 
flight line to greet the father and drink coffee served 
by the DA volunteers while waiting for the aircraft. DA 
volunteers even set up nurseries to baby sit with child-
ren during the homecoming wait. 
To s~pplement the attention De~endents Assistance 
" gave to the TDY widows, the base newspapers publis~ed 
special communiques an4 pictures of the overse~~ group. 
A very im~ortant part of the TDY opera~ion was the 
"TDY Rumor Room." Manned by volunteers, this group worked 
tirelessly to verify or squelch .~ors concerning the 
activities, mail service, welfare and return of the men 
in the overseas unit. 14 
In addition to TDY, committees such as casualty, 
personal services (later redesignated the emergency services), 
office, welcoming, and interviewing and counseling were 
formed. 
The hi~tory of the interviewing and counseling 
committee offers an interesting study in the limits of using 
-. 
volunteers in the personal affairs progr~. Premised on 
the belief that an Air Force wife would have empathy with 
I. 
certain problems attendent to service families, this com-
mitt~e was designed to off.er financial counseling and re-
ferral services to families and to interview and counsel 
. 
11 
them regarding welfare problems. The volunteers on this 
committee were given intensive training in counseling 
techniques, regulations of the Air Force Aid Society and 
information regarding military and financial resources 
available. Eventually other items such as medicare, pay 
and benefits crept into the committee's job description. 15 
Inevitably certain conclusions were reached: the 
volunteers were not trqined social workers or professional 
counselors; yet, they were offering solutions to serious 
family problems~-not without some repercussions~ It was 
not feasible to train part-time volunteers in the intrica-
cie~ of personal affairs and almost impossible to keep 
their knowledge of changes of regulations and laws current. 
' . 
Often the volunteer found herself in a situation with 
which she could not cope and which required the profes-
sional service of an agency such as the American Red Cross 
or the Chaplain. Eventually the name of the committee was 
changed to Information and Referral and the volunteers 
were precluded from blanket counseling activities. 16 
The volunteers on this committee now serve as 
receptionists in the personal affairs office and refer 
problems 'to the correct military or civilian agencies; 
they also provide information on base and local facilities. 
12 
Sac Program Adopted by USAF 
In September of 1957, the Strategic Air Command 
issued a manual (SACM 34-2) giving detailed directions for 
the progr~@· This manual outlined organizati~n of t9e 
program, an extensiv.e syllabus for the orientation course 
and a complete section of guidelines for volunteers. 
, . ~ 
On l·May 1958, Headquarters United States Air Force 
·~published a new man~al entitled Family Services Pr~gram. 
This directive represented the formal adoption of the SAC 
Dependents Assistance Program on an Air Force wide basis. 17 
One of the unique· things about the family services 
program is that no funds are provided for it. The Air 
Force furnishes office equipment and working space for the 
' 
program. Any other furnishings, the utensils and dishes 
~ 
for the loan-locker, and the voluntee~ uniforms are either 
' 
purchased by the volunteers or donated by some organization 
such as the wives' clubso 
Fam~ly Services Center 
, The .Strategic Air Command has placed a great deal 
of emphasis on the Family Services Center, in which person-
nel and facilities for central control and supe~ision of 
tne ove~al~. prog~am are located. Commanders are encouraged 
to allocate a4equate space in a centrally locat~d building, 
and effo~te are directed to maki~g the center particularly 
13 
at~~active to new arrival~ on the base. An ideal center 
will have adequate offices .for military person~el and fob 
private counselling and space for s~orage of the Qousebold 
items of the loan kits. lt is des~rable that tbe cente~s 
be furnished wi~h drapes, rugs and attractive f~rnttureg 
Some of these items may be purchased f~om non~appropriated 
fundsi these are profits from base e~change~ movie and 
office~s club operations and a~e not patt of the approp~i~ 
ated ~ax dollar. 18 
Special Projects 
The family services program bas not contented it~ 
~elf ~o be active only in the areas outlined by the regu-
lations, but has continually grown and taken on new p~Qjects. 
An interesting project was assigned to the p~ogram 
of the Strategic Air Command in 1956. 19 lt was obvious 
tpat. young pilots~ just finishing tralning, were not de· 
sirous.of assignments in SACq This was evidenced PY the 
fact that under the incentive program~ whe~etn student~ 
are a~signe4 to bases of their choiQe based on class st~nd~ 
ing, the lower level of all classes were coming to SAQp 
It was determined that the students we~e pti~arily qqn~ 
ce~ed abo~t or had some of the following mlsconceptions 
~ -- -
apout the command; disrupted family li~e~ ~ndes~rable hgu~~ 
ing, long TPYs, un~avotable working hour~ ~ng QQndttlon~, 
14 
high divorce rate and unfavorable ca~eer opportunities. 
General LeMay arranged for groups of SAC wives to 
visit Air Training Command bases ~nd to meet informally 
with student wives to discuss family life in SAC. It is 
iateresting that the wife was identified as the primary 
target public. 
The Dependents Assis~ance Program of Second Air 
Force monitored this project. Volun~eers were selected 
to represent the command on the basis of their kaowledge 
of the Strategic Air Command, particularly regarding pro-
,grams such as Dependents A~sistance, housing, nursery 
.. 
facilities, etc., aad for their ability to meet and talk 
with other wives informally? 
The participants were provided with possible ques-
~ . 
tion~ and suggested answers but all other instruct~ons 
were of a general nature. Some of these instructions are 
particularly interesting from a public relations point of 
view. 
Participants ia base briefings will bear con-
stantly in mind that they are attempting ~o 
impress wives, usually younger than themselves, 
in SAC family life.. They are not to attempt 
the "advertising" .approach. Their role is one 
of e~plaining frankly, clearly, and honestly 
the advantages and disadvantages of serv~ce life 
as it pertains to the Strategic Air Command. 
It is expected that they shall be enthusiastic 
and positive about the advantages ~f service 
family living; but they must be cautioned not 
to dismiss lightly the disadvantages. Every 
~ffort will be made to answer qu§~tions about 
the command with open frankness.~U 
15 
In some instances; the volunteers ~~ the tam1ly 
services program have initiated new program~ or a~~i~ted 
ex~sting programs in their efforts. 
Little Rock Air Force Base volunteers started a 
club for foreign born wives. ~elcoming committee memb@rs 
were encountering many young brides new to ~he Unite~ 
States, lonely and suffering from cultwr.e shock. At the 
sugge~tion of their Chairman, Mrs. Walter West,21 the cgm~ 
' m~ttee brought several of these ladies together for an 
informal coffee and after a few monthd guidence, tbe group 
was organized and independent. Many bases now bave 
"Around the World Clubs" for foreign brides. 22 
Another Little Rack project was sponsorship of 
American Red Cross courses in F~rst Aid and Home Nursing. 
The field representative wanted to offer the courses to 
dependent wives but did not have the administrativ$ per~ 
sonnel to publicize the course, make personal n~tifica­
'tion and take attendanc;e. Family Services volunteers 
took over.~ 3 
McConnell AFB, Kansas volunteers, under the cap-
able leadership of Mrs. Bernetta Sweeney, 24 provided ad~ 
. 
ministrative assistance and publicity for county extension 
courses in food maqanagement, budgeting, interior decoration, 
16 
etc. Through their efforts the c~urses were given to 
wives at the base instead of the wives being required 'to 
travel several miles to the local educational facilities;25 
I 
The most ~ecent project of the,Family Services. 
Program has been. integration of another volunteer in~ 
y I / I 
spired program. Pioneered by such Air Force wives as 
Mrs. Thqmas Pow~r26 and Mrs. John P. McConnell, 27 this p~o­
gram is ·aesigned to assist military families with handi-
capped children. It is primarily a referral service, but 
funds for special assistance are available through the Air 
Force Aid Society. The primary purpose of this program is 
to assist the family of a disabled child to receive early 
diagnosis and to locate specialists, schools or agencies 
necessary for the child's rehabilitation or training. 
This program, under the name "Children Unlimited," 
was tested and developed at bases such as Offutt AFB~ 
Nebraska and Barksdale AFB~ Louisiana in 1959 and 1960; 28 
it was adopted Air Force wide in 1961. 
The program under test condit~on opera~ed as a 
separate organization, but family services volunteers were 
utilized for administrative and clinical assistance. As 
the program developed, it was rec~ended by the Strategic 
Ai~ Command that the program be monitored by the family 
. 29 se~ice~ advisory council and admini$tered by volunteersQ 
) 
) 
) 
17 
This concept was approved by General Curtis E. ~eMay, 
Chief of Staff, and officially directed by Air Force Let~ 
ter 34-19 (Disabled Children Program) 30 November 1961. 
The Family Services Advisory Council will admin-
ister the Disabled Children Program at base level 
• • • It will be the responsibility of the Base 
Advisory Council to: (1) Coordinate the ovar~all 
program and provide ~eneral leadership and author-
ity at base level (2 0Establish liaison with local community resources. 
The integration of this program into Family 
Services was based on two considerations. The machinery 
for operating such a program was already in effect. 
Secondly, the volunteers no longer have the heavy commit· 
ments for TDY operations, since ·such movemeats are now 
practically nil, and their training and services could 
now be redirected in this new channel. 
The Family Services Program has come a long way 
fro~ the first informal TDY committees. It is now con~ 
sidered an effective and necessary program on every Air 
Force base. 
General Thomas D. White, while serving as Chief of 
Staff, ~aid~ 
An effective Family Services Program recognizes 
the complexities of military life and the dif-
ficulties involved in coping with problems while 
in the service. 31It offers maximum assistance ia their solution. 
18 
General LeMay expresses his concept oi tb~ p~og~~m 
in a more cogent manner ...... "the Ai'X' ;Force ta.keeJ Q~X'~ o;e :tt~ 
ownQ" 
-· 
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CHAPTER II 
THE. CURRENT :PROGRAM 
'l'brough the combination of the "good neighbor" 
attitude of volunteer Air Force wives an~ the highly spe~ 
cialized services of personal affairs personnel~ the Air 
Force has produced an internal public relations program 
ex;empli,fying the motto, "the Air Fo;rce takes ca:t:e of its 
own." 
As seen in tbe historical :t:eview of the Family 
Se:t:Vices Frogram, this organization did not eminate f~om 
haphazard begianings but from a carefully calculated and 
preconceived goal for establishment~ 
A~r Force Regulation 34-15, Fersonal and Family Ser~ 
vices Program is the basic authority for the progr~ as it 
now exists. The details of management and operational 
responsibility are provided in Air Force Manual 34~7q 
Family Services Program, and each major air command and 
sub command supplements instructions that will establish a 
progYam suitable to their individual missions~ 
At all level of co~ands, the commander i§ charged 
with responsibility of establishing the Family Se;vices 
P~ogram~ 1 Majo~ Air commands may require ~he commander to 
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be personally active in the p~ogramg For example, the 
Strategic Ai~ Command specifically designates the wing 
commander at single~wing stations and the base commander 
at double-wing stations as president of the advisory coun" 
cil and further charges him with responsibilities in sup• 
port of the program which cannot be delegated9 The com• 
mande~ must personally sign and present Training Certifi• 
cates to each dependent wife completing the orientation 
course. 2 
Tb~ prestige and status factors of this function 
~re obvious. Many airmen's wives would never see no~ beaT 
the commander of a large Strategic Air Command base; the 
opportunity to bear this commander and to shake his hand 
upon "graduation" not only attxoacts many wives to co'll.rse 
attendance but enhances the official importance of the 
course in their eyes. 
The mission of the Family Services Program was 
originally formali~ed in the Strategic Air Co~and Regula· 
tion 34-20~ Dependent's Assistance Program, 23 April 1954, 
and these goals have been reiterated and retained through~ 
out the evolution of the p~ogram. 
There are fou~ bas~c aims: 
l. Relieve emergencies and undue hardships 
for dependents of Air Force personnel, 
particula~ly in the absence o~ the mil~" 
tary member of the family. 
2. Info~ all •• o mi+itary personnel, their 
dependents, and the dependents of Air 
Force personnel residing near • • , bases 
.of the services of the • • 9 program9 
3. Make readily available to dependents of 
• • • military personnel • • 9 all proper 
services of the base, community, and volun• 
teer organizations. 
4. Indoctrinate all o • • wives in all mat-
ters affecting their secur~ty and welfare~ 
and train wives to participate in the • • • 
volunteer organization~3 · 
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the general plan, considered to reach these goals 
most effectively, is through the ma~imum use of operating 
committees composed entirely of volunteer workers, with 
the program under military control and direction. 4 
~ There are four key figures or groups in the organ-
ization: the commander, the advisory coun~il, the family 
serv~c~s officer and the volunteers. The~r roles and func-
t~ons a~e best unde~stood in relatio~ship to the objectives 
of the program as outlined in the missione 
The Commander 
The Base commander is responsible for ~be establish• 
ment of a Family Services Center and effecttve ope~ation of 
the Fgroily Se~ices program. He must establish a program 
which will meet the needs of his o~ganization's mission and 
one wh~~h will effec~ively serve the personnel strength and 
n~ber of m~li~a~y famili~s ~nder his ar~~ Qf ~ommande 
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An example of how the commander's responsibilities 
are expanded to meet the demands of the organization aad 
the mission in consonance with emphasis placed on the pro-
gram by ~he major air c~and is illustrated in the sup-
plemental directions of the Strategic Air Command. They 
instruct their commanders to specifically accomplish the 
following: 
a. Designate an officer to serve as the 
family services officer (primary d~ty). 
b. ~ppoint an advisory couacilq 
c, Personally serve as president of the 
advisory council. 
d. Personally sign aad pre~ent~ • • • 
Certificates of Training, to dependents 
who complete the family services orienta-
tion course. 
e. When a base nursery is available, provide 
free nurse~y care for the children of 
volunteers engaged in family services wor~.5 
These duties cannot be delegated and thus the pro• 
gram bas b~ilt•in c~mand support9 By virtue of the fact 
that tbe commander must serve as president of tpe advisory 
• Qouncil, he and his staff ar~ brought into regul~r contact 
with th~. programQ ~he family se~ices officer, ·who serves' 
as recor4er for the council and acts in a liaison capacity 
between the commander and the volunteers, is also thus af· 
~Qrded a direct entre to the commander and is not inhibited 
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by strict adherence to the ch~in of command. ~o~~lly, be 
would be required to report through two or three othe; off~~ 
cers to see the commander. 
A sub command of the St~ategic Ai~ Command, Second 
Air Force has gone a step fu~th~r to b;ing the co~an4e~ 
into direct contact w~tb the program and the familf services 
officer. By requiring a q~arterly report of all Acttvittes 
and progress~ signed by the commander and the family s~;~ 
vices officer, they have installed command eiDpbas.i~ ~ng 
publicity directly reflecting on the local comm~n4er an~ 
his family services program. 6 The standing of each b~$e ~n 
the command is published quarterly with a cover lett~r in 
the name of the commanding general, Second Ai~ Fo~Qe.7 
Base programs not meet~ng minimum standard~a a;e s.ubj~q~ 
to letters of inquiry and speci~l inspections 4nd 9Q~V~~~ely~ 
base programs e~ceeding average performances are QQ~~n4ed. 
This requirement and evaluation serve to ~ocus. ~h~ lQQ~l 
commander's attentiQn on the accomplishments Q~ b~s. ~~Q~;~ 
in comparison with other programs ~hrQugho~t ~be c~~n4.~ 
The Advis~ry C~uncil 
The Family Service council ts dest~ne9 tQ p~oviQ.e 
over~ll monitorship and supervision of ~h~ base p;,os~4~ 
from staff ag~nc~es, volunteer ~epresentative~ ~n4 o~p§~ 
key personnel, civili~n or military~ 9 ~~§ membe~§ ~;~ 
0 
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~ppointea Qn m~lit~~Y o~4e~~o 
Sta~~ o~~1Q~~~ ~eq"1red to §e;ve on ~h~ oc"no~l ine 
elude; the p~ae Q~ wing command~~a wing commandep'~ ~ep~ 
reaent~ttvea, ohApl~~n, pe~eonnel g~~~g~;, ,n;p;m~~tgn g~m 
fioe;~ ba~e. §~~seon~ pe~aonne.t §e.r.vice§ o~~ige~, pi~aPnA1 
a~fairs office; an4 ~amtly §e~ice.a of~io~~s ~be gomrnande~ 
may ap.po1n~ otb~~§ §Ych a~ hia deputy~ ~ep~e~e.nt~;,ves g~ 
tenant organi~~tign~, e~c~ aa be deema nece~sA~fe ~i gge 
ordinato~ and assistant coo~Q~nato~ A;e de~~gna~ed ~s ~e.p~ 
;e§entAtives of the volun~ee~ g~oupp Otbe~ civ~l~ana wbo 
might be invited to sit as obs~;ve~a Are tbe f~~ld ~ep~e~ 
se.ntat~ve.s o~ the Amer,can Red C~oas, the. civ~lian l~~isqn 
d~;eQtQ~ Q~ the. bAa~ commqnity oounqil or ~ ~epresentat~ve 
of ~ loQal commgn,ty agency~ Otbe~ civil~~n§~ nQ;mAtly 
''appo~nted ~e PP§e.~e;ija Are tbe w1via o; tbe ~e1 ggmm~nde.~~ 
anc:l the pt'EHJtdent~ Q; the w:ltve~ cluP.s, f3P.ch 4ft tb~ P~i;LQ~1?a" 
wive§ glub, tbe non~cQIDmi~sign~d P~~~Qe~~~ w~v~~ QlYP, ~na 
the ~1rmen'~ wivea QluP.q ln ~be Strates~Q A'~ Oomm'-nd ~~ 
~~ $n unw~~tten~le th~t the oornm~ndera' w;Lve~ w~ll $er.ve 
as obaerve~f3 on the ~4v1so~y co~noil~ 
~his oentrali~ation oi the vAr~ou~ leader~ and gp~n~ 
ion lea.4ers of tb~ mtltta.~y Qommunity g~ve.a the p~os;~m a 
~n~t from which pol~c1es, projects and plans c4n P.e dt§semi~ 
nate4 tbro~gbo~~ the o~gan~~atiQn and QOrom~nity, ~he 
adviso~y council helps to estahli~h suitable goAl~ fg~ tb~ 
local program, assists in the re~olut.ion of prQbl~m A~eAs 
and designates tbe volunteers who will serve as 9oordina~or 
an4 assistant coo~dinator for the prog~ama 10 
Specific staff agencies~ represented on tbe QQqncil~ 
may be further cha~ged with res.ponsibilities otbe; tban 
serving i~ an advisory capacity~ For example~ the info~~~ 
tion officer "will provide a s~eaker for the talk on ~be 
SAC mlssion in the family services orientation cour~e A p R 
The information officer will also cooperate to the fullea,t 
extent in publici~ing the family services prograroonll Al-
though it might seem that these are actions within the 
normal purview of the information officer, the directive 
lends the necessary emphasis that this program will ~eceive 
full command and staff supportR 
The council is directed to meet quarterly or mpre 
often~ as the commander deems necessarya Asain, S,econd 
Air Force has emphasized the impor~~nce of the adyis.or1 
council function by including in the q~arterly ratin~ sys~ 
tem a report of the number of council meetings each quarter 
and the names and position of members in attendancealg 
The Family Services Officer 
The family services officer no~ally serveS, in ·a 
dual position. He is primarily the Family Service~ o~~ic~~ 
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and additionally, the assistant or deputy Personal Affairs 
officer. In a properly managed personal affairs office, 
the two functions are inseparable duty-wise, but in order 
to give desired prestige to the volunteer program, the 
officer carefully "changes bats" or titles to suit the oc ... 
casion. 
The family services officer is directly responsi~ 
ble for the organization, supervision, and implementation 
of all phases of the program. 13 He serves as recorder 
for the advisory council and establishes and maintains a 
working relationship with offices and agencies (military 
and civilian) which affect the program, military personnel 
and depenclents. He is re·sponsible for training volunteers 
to serve in the family services program and for supervision 
and direction of all volunteer activitieso He personally 
teaches the entire orientation course, utilizing a limited 
number of outsi~e Speake~s for highly specialized areas 
such as commercial transportation, legal and medical func• 
tion. In addition to these duties, he must be able to 
council and inform military personnel and dependents on all 
phases of security, welfare and benefits such as estate pro~ 
gramming, casualty assistance and base and local facilities. 
Obviously, the family services officer deals with 
many diverse publics; militar~ dependen~and civilian. In 
0 
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orqer to be effective, he must be able to identify theee 
publics and further be able to evaluate their op~nione and 
attitudes to insure effective operation of the prog~~o 
It is his assessment of the program which mu~t guide 
the commander and the advisory council,in thei~ delipera-
tions; it is his leadership which will provide imp~tqs fo~ 
·the volunteer group; and it is his ability to commg~tc~te 
which will determine the effectiveness of the o~te~tation 
course. 
For these reasons, the Strategic Air Command bas 
directed certain requirements fo~ the s~lection of the 
family services officer • . • his ability to· speaK~ his 
ability to work with volunteers and his stability in the 
14 position; at least one year. 
Much of the work of the f~ily se~i~es officer is 
acc~plished on an informal basis. He will be called upon 
to brief the commanders' wives regarding some partic~la~ 
aspect of the program$ he must counsel overzealous o~ 
apathetic volunteers who might cause dissension within the 
group, or he must coordinate with a civ~lian service agency 
i~ obtaining information in connection with a wel~are case 
involving military personnel or dependent$. In these situ-
ations he must present a profess~onal approach te~pere~ 
with the role of advisor or friend with proper deference 
0 
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to status·position of the individual with whom he is deal-
ing. 
Consider then, that the family s~rvices officer 
can be in a rather paradoxical sieuation. For a young of· 
ficer, the position affords the opportuni~y to beco~e 
acquainted with the workings of all staff agencies, the 
persoaal contact with many key personnel and commanders 
' 
outside his normal circle, and knowledge of local activ-
ities and dealings with civilian personnel outside the mili~ 
tary organization and community. Conversely, he must mature 
quickly in his ability to deal with individuals above and 
below his status position and he must have or acquire pro-
fessional knowledge and skill in the highly specialized 
field of personal affairs. A keen sense of individual 
responsibility must be innate or accrue to this officer 
for his work not only reflects on his commande~ and his 
organization, but he is often dealing with personal prob-
lems and finances of personnel and their dependents. His 
guidance will affect their futures. 
The family services officer is noxmally assisted 
by a non-commissioned officer. The airman's duties in• 
clude supervision of office work done by the volunteers, 
such as correspondence, filing and maintenance of volunteer 
records9 He also prepares and maintains all military 
e 
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correspondence and recordso 15 
Because this airman wQrks so closely with the 
volunteers and is located within their area of the office, 
he i~ s~l~cted carefullyo Not only ability, but appear-
ance and manners are key factors in his assignmento 
In a way, this man also serves in a liaison 
capacity and relates attitude and opinion of the volun-
teers to the officero By virtue of his position, he thus 
performs and important surveillance function. 
The Volunteers 
The volunteers are the life blood for the family 
services program. The utilization of Air Force wives pro-
vides an effective pool of p~rson~el to augment the per-
sonal affairs program without requ~ring the commander to 
increase his military manning requirements. 
Volunteers are required to complete the orienta-
tion course and then take further specialized training 
from the family services officer and the committee chair-
man before they may serve. Although the volunteer may 
serve as few as four hours per month or as m\].cb as ·f·orty 
hours a week, they are required to maintain a current 
understanding of the program and policies. 16 
The basic structure of the volunteer program is as 
follows: coordinator, assistant coordinator, committee 
0 
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chairman, assistant chairman and volunteer committee mem-
bers. Membership on the committees is normally limited to 
the number that the officer and advis~ry couacil determine 
can most efficiently serve the organization. 
Offices are limited to six to nine months dura-
tion. It is desirable but not demanded that the leader-
ship positions rotate from officers' wives groups to non-
commissioned or airman's wives group; and that the compli-
mentary positions will be divided between the two groups. 
Coordinator and Ass.istant. --Although the position 
of coordinator and assistant coordinator are not reached 
through a routine progression of chairmanships, it is the 
responsibility of the family services officer to recommend 
only experienced and trained volunteers for these positions. 
The coordinator and her assistant have the follow-
ing specific duti~s: 
a. Assuring that each volunteer committee 
has a chairman, assistant chairman, and 
sufficient members to carry out its 
mission; 
b. Assisting the family services officer in 
scheduling volunteer training courses; 
c. Acting as an official channel between the 
family services center and the volunteer 
committees; 
d. Controlling and monitoring the entire 
volunt~er organization; 
J 
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e. Coordinating all requests~foi~assietanQe ~ 
with the family service center; and 
. fo Calling meetings of the committee cnai~~ 
man to evaluate work and to1 oon~ider n~w plans and recommendationso 7 
These leaders also hold official position~ Pn the 
advisory councila In order to assure continuep ~upp.or~ 
for the program and to assist in the recruiting.of new 
volunteers, they expend a great deal of time in a;$AS o~b~; 
than those outliaed by the regulatlona They will ge ~Qt~v~ 
in their wives' clubs .and will frequently be calleq upon to 
attend special group meetings, civilian and military, as 
representatives of the·programa 
Committee Chairmeno~~Direc~ly assisting the C9~· 
ordinator and ber assistant are the 'committe.~ c.ll~:S.rmen-,. 
I 
~he~ c~ll upon comm~ttee members tQ personally as~,~~ 
families when requested by the ~oordinator or ~ami~f- ser~ 
vices officer. They also evaluate volunteer commit~~e per-
formance and supervise routine. day~to•day vol~nteer ~Qt~v~ 
itiesal8 
The Committees.••The committees ~re div~de.d into 
two broad categories, Emergency eomm~t~ees ~~~b Ae c~~~~~ty 
and emergency services committees ar~ spbject to ga~~ 
~ent~-fo~r ho~re ~ day. Schedule4 committees §~cb ~§ wel-
~Pm~P~~ gf~~P@~ poy~i~g, p~bliQi~y~ i~fg~~~~gn ~ng ~~~@rr~~~ 
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and TOY no~ally wo~k du~ing routine office bou~se 
Membe~s for the emergency services and casualty 
commi~tees a~e ca~efully screened before seleotiong The 
nat~re of their duties require mature women and often a 
speci~lty such as nursing is a desirable assete 
, The emergency committee provides assistance in 
' 
such areas as transportation~ shopping~ baby care, etoa 
when a family's routine has been interrupted by an emere 
genoy or o~sualtya For example 1 a husband is away from 
the station on temporary duty or on routine flight operae 
tions and the wtfe may require emergency transportation 
fo~ a siok ohild~ ~hen 1 a volunteer WQuld be called to 
assiste Requests suQb as ~bese a~e never referred directly 
to the volunteers They are first cleared by the family 
se~ioes of~icer and/o~ coordinator be~ore beins assigned 
to the Qommittee chai~an an4 eventually the volunteere 
Careful and ggnfidential reoords are maintained on ree 
que~ts for emergency service and eaoh vol"nteer oomplete~ 
a oase~his.to~y gard s.ub~equent to any as.s.~gnmente 19 
Members of the oas.~alty committee accompany the 
commander and chaplain to the home of the next of kin to 
info~ them of the oasualtye ~ey assist the next of kin 
as necessary and attempt to maintain the household routine 
until their services are no lonser requireda 20 In the 
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Strategic Air Command, the key commanders' wives are nor-
mally included in the membership of this committee because 
of their natural involvement in any casualty accruing to 
their husbands' commands plus their experience in these 
21 cases. 
The service committees directly augmen~ the per-
sonal affairs shop and provide services which wouLd other-
wise require military manning. 
A military family arriving on an installation will 
go to the Family Services Center where a volunteer will 
entertain the children while another volunteer assists the 
family in finding off-base housing and provides a kit of 
utensils and dishes for use until the family's household 
shipment arrives. 
The maintenance of the off-base housing file is a 
good example of the volunteer service. Landlords list 
their rentals through the center and are required to give 
pertinent information such as availability, rental cost, 
utilities, furnishings, size, etc. On initial listings, 
the volunteers will visit the rental property to determine 
its adequacy in accordance to the given description. 
Thereafter, the listings are checked periodically for 
continued availability and when inquiries are made, the 
volunteer will phone to arrange appointments with the 
renter. 22 
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Another example of a service committee is the ia-
formation and referral committee. This committee main· 
tains a complete file of brochures and information on all 
overseas and zone of interior bases. Upon being alerted 
for transfer, a family may visit the center and peruse 
the latest information regarding their newly assigned base, 
its location, facilities, etc. Often a roster of person-
nel arriving from various bases is kept in order that 
others leaving for these stations might obtain first~ 
hand information. 23 
To have a better comprehension of how much work 
is actually dane by these committees the quarterly re-
ports of Second Air Force include statistics on cases 
handled by volunteers. A random selection shows the fol• 
lowing~ from l January 62 through'3l March 62, McConnel 
Air Force Base, Kansas assisted 1,833 cases and had fifty 
active volunteers contributing 2,484 hours; Columbus AFB, 
Mississippi assisted 2P58 cases during the period l July 
1961 through 30 September 1961 with one hundred active 
volunteers giving 2,718 hours; and Carswell AFB, Texas 
assisted 1~340 ca~es, reflecting the work of 112 volun-
teers donating 3,266 hours during the period 1 April 1960 
through 30 June 1960. There is no correlation between 
the hours worked and the number of cases because the cases 
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vary in type of service required. For instance, McConnell 
AFB had 910 requests for off-base housing during one 
quarter (1 January 1962 through 31 March 1962) as compared 
with 670 requests at Carswell AFB and 61 requests at 
24 Columbus AFB during the same period. 
During the calendar year 1960, 1,272 volunteers 
in Second Air Force contributed 150,273 hours of service 
or an average of 118 hours each. 25 
In the absence of the Family Services Program, 
military personnel would have necessarily absorbed much 
of the work reflected in these hours of service. 
It would be unrealistic to promulgate the concep-
tion that this service program is without its problems of 
misunderstanding. It is importan~ that the family ser-
vices officer and the information officer, as well as other 
staff agencies, disseminate information which clarifies 
the image of the organization, its purpose and its volun-
teers. One reason why the Strategic Air Command is so 
insistent upon the participation of the commanders' wives 
in the program is to help overcame misunderstandings and 
lend prestige to the volunteer organization. These opinion 
leaders and gate-keepers serve to pass on information to 
an important segm~nt of the military wives through communi-
cation channels which though informal emanate from a highly 
credible sou~ce. 
I 
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Volunteers have been rumored to receive up to fif-
teen dolla~s per day for their services when uninformed 
sources chose to initiate a rumor completely ignoring any 
implication of the worc;l "volunteer." In most instances 
thes~ are local rumors and are easily overcome thro~gh good 
information techniques. However, a rather blatant example 
I 
of an undocumented concept of the program is found in !h! 
Professional S~ldier, by Morris Janowitz. 26 Mr. Janowitz 
~r· 
in his chapter,on}"Style of Life" explains the program as 
follows: 
ing: 
Thus the A·ir Force has organized its Dependent 
Assistance Program, with a paid staff of person-
nel affairs officers, whose job it is to move, re-
ceive, and resettle familtes while their ~usbands 
are involved in milita~y duties • • . These offi-
cers together with voluntary helpers (D.A. 's) 
serve as specialists referring to the appropriate 
military agency for assistance, for the typical 
officer's wife could never master the mass of 
regulations governing their constantly changing 
rights and privileges. Within security limits, 
these specialists are informed in advance about 
military missions, so that they can act as in-
formal grapevines to ~ives in regard to the ar-
rivals and departures of their husbands.27 
An examination of this paragraph reve~ls the follow-
1. The book was published in· 1960 and the program 
had been renamed Family ~ervices since early 1958. 
2. The paid staff or 2ersonnel affairs officers 
are 2ersonal affairs officers who as commissioned officers 
J 
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are receiving a salary. 
3. The officers do not move~ receive o~ ;~settle 
families~ they may counsel, a4vise or refer a fam~ly ~egard• 
ing the move. Husbands are seldom involved in duties while 
their families are moved~ althQugb the possibil~ty exi~ts · 
in extreme oases. Most st~tiona allow a period o~ one or 
two weeks, after reporting for duty, for the m~l~ta;y memN 
ber to settle bis ~amily. 
4. That the family aerviae center o~ vo~~nt§ers 
act as info~al grapevines is r~ther a strange way of ex~ 
pressing the function of ~be ~y committee9 Regulations 
provide for the informatioB to be relayed directly tb~ough 
c~and channels to the officer, volunteers and wivesi 
which makes the activity neither informal nor of a ''g~ape" 
vineu nature. 
Recog~it~o~·"·Many techniques are q$~d ~g enb~~gg 
the position of volunteers and g~ve recognition ~o ~he~~ 
service in tbe program. 
A simple two~piece dress ~niform is av~~la~lg a~ 
nominal cost. Often the wiv~s clubs will ab~orb th~ Qost 
of these uniforms for the volunteers. The unifo~ ~s not 
·- . - I -
mandato~y; oft~n a d~rk skir~ and wbtte blouse ~~ ~~P~~i-
t~ted~ The vPl~ntee~s a~e provided with ident~f~c~t~Qn 
c~;ds ~ng ~ b~g~~ g~npting ~he Q~g~~~~~io~ a~g ·~P.~~~ 
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position. 
Volunteers are awarded pins and hour guards for 
services. 28 The Air Force Times publishes an honor role 
of women who have given over one thousand hours to the 
program. The most coveted awards are "Volunteer of the 
Month" and."Voluateer of the Quarter." This recognition 
is given locally by most programs and some commands, such 
as Second Air Force designate outstanding volunteers for 
. 29 the command quarterly and annually. 
Informa~ion officers publish stories in the base 
newspapers regarding the outstanding volunteers and spe-
cial projects and will usually give the pro~ram a double-
truck spread on the anniversary date or annually. 
Another method of building the program is through 
spea~ing c~paigns PY the family ~e+vic~~ off~ce~~ Peri~ 
odicatly, he w~ll spea~ at comm~nd§rs c~ll~ newcome~ 
Q+~e~~ngs an4 w~v~~ club functiQP.§s 
»1 ~a~ ~he ~r~atest im~~~ buil4~~ fQr the family 
s~rvic~~ ~~Qgram ~~ tb~ ~~~aen~atio~ of the o+~entatiQn 
coq~§e~ Du~in~ tbi~ cou~~e the ~qdience~ p~ima~ily d~~ 
pen4ent wive~~ not only l~arn what the p~ogr~ is about and 
what it 4Qe~, bqt b~s an Qpportunity ~Q ~~et the VQlunteers 
Qn a faQe·tQ~f~Qe basis~-still th~ moet effective communi-
Q.li!~ion.g 
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CHAFTER lit 
COMMUNICATIONS IN THE FAMILY SERVICES 
PROGRAM 
The publics o~ the famiiy services program are many 
and dive~se; t~ey include commanders, ai~~n, dependents~ 
civilians and combinations of each g~oupg The family ser~ 
vices officer must communicate with each and all groupsg 
If he is able to identify his public and structure his com~ 
~nication effectively to reach it, ne will probably super~ 
vise a suc~e~sful programg If he is unable to discern the 
group and the individual differences~ his communications 
are apt to generate entropy detrimental to the progress of 
the organizatione 
This area of the study will e~amine e~amples of com~ 
munications among and between the military staff and the 
dependent wives and attempt to ~uggest techniques of com~ 
m~nioation which will be tested against the specific case 
studies' the orientation course~ the advisory council and 
the volunteersa ~bese three examples o£ public~ and at~ 
tendant types of messages have been selected to illust~ate 
some of the potential problem areas Qf communication within 
0 
0 
0 
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the programg 
The family services officer periodically presents 
an orientation course to dependent wives; this course is 
outlined by regulation primarily as an information program~ 
but its ultimate goal is to "sell" the wife on retentiong 
We will observe bow the presentation of this information 
in the frame of reference of the audience is vital to the 
perception of the message by the wivesQ 
The family services program is monitored by a 
council composed of the commander, staff officers~ com~ 
~ander's wives and volunteers9 The family services officer 
in dealing with this council must consider the role of opin~ 
ion leaders from the different groups within the military 
communityg He must also contribute to the integration of 
this council by developing and easing the lines of com~ 
munication within the beterogeno"s membershipg 
Since the volunteer group is compC!)se~ entirely of 
volunteer military wives, the officer, in order to channel 
their efforts toward the accomplishment of the mission, 
I ~ 
must take cogni~ance of the basic needs and motives of 
thei~ membe~ship in the g~oup~ This case will illustrate 
one method in which the officer e~p~esses the goal and 
objective~ of the p~ogram in such a way as to meet these 
needsQ 
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These studies will suggest solutions to the prob-
lems drawn from practical experience in the.program. The 
author will attempt to identify the problems and so~utions 
with principles of communications, organization and group 
iateraction as derived from observation and study. 
The Orientation Course 
One of the primary aims of the family services 
program • • q is that wives are informed of all 
matters affecting their security and welfare, as 
a member of the Air Force family. This aim is 
accomplished through completion of the family 
services orientation course.l 
This course is normally given over an eight hour 
period; sometim~s it is scheduled for a whole day and other 
times it is scheduled to cover a period of two or three 
evening sessions. Attendance is voluntary. 
The course is divided into three main areas: an 
explanation of the mission of the command; information re-
gard·:l.ng the family services program; and information about 
benefits and services available to the Air Force family. 
It is this latter area, emphasizing pay, security, and 
benefits which is the most important in establishing an 
awareness in the Air Force wife that the Air Force takes 
care of its own. 
Approximately five and one~half hours of the 
course are allocated to the presentation of material in 
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~he area o~ pay~ sgQy~~~Y and b~ne~~ts9~ ~his ~nfQ~atign 
QQV~~s ~he following subj~cts; ~~~~Qual Aff~t~~ file~a~ 
Allotm~nts~ Gov~rnm~nt and Oomm~~ci~l tn~u~an~~; Ame~tca.n 
Red C~oss; Air fore~ A~d Socigty; Hous~ng in tbe Zon~ Q~ 
the lnteriPri Ove~sea T~ev~li Rettrem~nti CAsualty NQtlfi~ 
cation ~nd Re.po~t~n~i Oasu~lty assistAnc~; SY~ivo~ 1 s 
~~ne.fits; 4 Military S~~ices anq ~aqil~tiesj 5 Commun.i~Y 
Ot" - 1. J-
~§SOU~ces ~nd Faciliti~s9 6 
The family s~rvice.s officer is p~i~arily ~e~pons~~ 
ble £o~ the presentation of the mate~ial in tb~a impg~~~nt 
areaq 
It is desirable that the family servic~s officer 
teach the entire course, using only a s~nior of• 
ficer to speak on the mission; • ~ 9 for th~ . 
following reasons: He learns from class to class 
what points should be stressed and how to atress 
them for best audience understanding; he presents 
his material from a nontechnical, non~military~ 
objective viewPoint, specifically for dependent 
consumption; he controls the timing and emph~sia 
for each ~ubject so all are equitably ~ov~redq7 
Surveys show that the wife of a military m~mper 
strongly influences his dectsion to s~ay i~ th~ Air FPrce 
or retprn to civili~n lifeR 8 Fo~ tnts rea~on th~ pr~ma;y 
target ~udience ar~ the wives of first~term airm~n ~P~ 
officers, but the Air Force is also interee.t~d in tb~ aP.· 
titude of the ttplder" wive~ becaus~ of th~ir infllol~npe p;q 
the yoPnger group ~nd ale.o because of tbei; ~ff~p~ Qn tQ~i; 
9 h\.lsband' s j op satisfactioJh · 
e 
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lf}no~leso~·Analyais of the O~ientation egu~se, 
as given on an ave~age base, suggests that there a~e tb~ee 
impo~tant communications p~inciples germane to an ef~ective 
presentat:l.on. 
l. The ut:l.l:l.2at:l.on of opinion leade~s in tbe mil:l.• 
tary community :I.e an impo~tant facto~ in attracting a ~e· 
cept:l.ve audience. In the two•step flow hypothesis of com• 
mun:l.eat:l.on, the interpersonal. ~elations between opinion 
' 
leade\t's and the g:r:oup are channels of commun:l.oat:Lon, ":.tn 
add:Lt:l.on to serving as networks of communication, inter• 
person~l ielat:Lon~ are also sources of pressure to confo~ 
to the·· group's way of th:Lnld.ng and acting, as well as 
sources of social s\.lpportv 1110 
I 
2~ ~b~ c~ed:Lbil:l.ty of the family services of;:Lcer 
is prerequisite to a succe~~ful ~bange or reenforcement 
of att:Ltuclea "';Cbere will. be more opinion change :Ln tbe 
desired direction if tbe oommun:Leator bas b:l.gb cred:l.b:l.lity 
than if be bas low cre4ib:l.lityo"ll 
3. The message must be delivered :l.n the f~ame•of•, 
reference of the A1r Force w:Lfep "A communicator muet con• 
sider bow b:Ls audiences' experience will enable them to 
interpret and t"espQnd to the signs he commun:1cates. 1112 
. 
Specimen qour~o~sconsider a typical orientation 
courae. 13 
II 
The fi~st probl~m is to get th~ wiv~s to att~ndp 
~wo methods ~~e used prima~ily: commapd in~luence anq the 
influepc~ of othe~ w~ves as opinion le~de~~~ lt is impor~ 
tant to establish the cou~se as a must ~or eve~y w~~e; 
th~~e£o~e,tbe commande~ of the division~ wing and each 
squadron is enlisted to support and advertise the cou~se~ 
These ~en in turn work tbroush their se~geants ang other 
g~o~p leaders~ Each qnit is p~ovided with lists of wives 
who h~ve not attende4 th~ course. and they are invit.ed 
.. 
~h~o~gh pe~sonal letters, through word~of~mouth~ and some~ 
ti~es through offe~ing rewards~ The rewa~ds usually take 
two fQrms; competit~on between w~n~s and the sq~adrons. 
(appealing to esprit de corps), and giving the buspands 
- -- I 
the day o~~ to baby sit while the wife attends the ~oursep 
Since the base commande~ also a~thoriz~s free nu~se~y for 
the youngste~s, the men a~e usually highly motivat~d to 
"ba.l:>y si.t" while tbeil;' wives .;tttend. the ~oursep 
The most effective publicists for the course a~e 
\ 
~o~nd in the wives of commanders and the officers of t~e 
various wives'clubso Once they are convinced that tb.e 
effects of the course will help the Ai~ Force and their 
husband's groups~ they will make a personal effort to get 
all the wives in thei~ clubs or g~oups to attend. 
These women pqblicize tb~ course primarily through 
face~to-face communication or the woman's medium~~tbe 
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telephone. Their appeals to other wives are normally on 
the basis of enhancing the prestige of their husband's 
squadron by having the best turnout, or enhancing the 
prestige of their particular club for the same reason. 
These ladies are also desirous of having the 
younger wiv~s better informed because it contributes to 
higher morale and smoothness within the various social 
groups and also reflects in the husband's job satisfac-
tion. 
Once the audien9e is gathered, the family services 
officer faces other problems. Not everyone in attendance 
is there voluntarily and some are even mad~ at their hus-
bands for the baby~sitting excuse. Some of this resent-
ment is projected toward the officer; he use~ different 
techniq~es to win over the audience. 
First he identifies the ladies' importance as wives 
and why the Air Force thinks it is so important that they 
-
understand about their husbands' work. Also he emphasizes 
how important the husband is to the Air Force. He next 
appeals to thei~ family interest by telling them how the 
t 
course will explain pay, security and benefits and how the 
Air Force takes care of its families. Finally he attempts 
to establish himself and all other speakers as experts on 
the subjects to be discussed, by outlining their backgrounds 
and experiences. 
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The officer continually uses outside opportunities 
to establish himself as an expert b.efore his course appear-
ances. He does this through personal counseling, speaking 
to groups and writing articles for the base newspapers. 
In appealing to the wives' interest the officer 
structures his lectures around the family an.d attempts to 
.... 
speak in the idiom of the housewife and the mother instead 
of the professional estate couns~lor. He tells the ladies 
how much their husband will earn in the future; what,~is 
retirement benefits will be; he tells them about the bus-, 
band's job security and the security .of their children if 
their husband dies. 
Many women are not prone to discuss these things 
with their husbands and vice-versa; and so, although there 
is a need for the wife to know, the officer must introduce 
this stimuli in order to gain her atten~ion. Sometimes he 
will count the number of wives in attendance and tell them 
how many will raise their children in widowhood. He shows 
them an application for a government headstone marker ex-
plaining that each one of them will complete one sooner or 
later • 
.. The officer then proceeds to give as much informa-
tion on the vari~s personal affairs subjects as possible 
and always implies the advantages of the Air Force career. 
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Because qf the l~ngth of the cQuh~~ 1 pa~tic."l~~ly 
the po~t:Lou.s on pe~sonal ~ffai~al tb~ offipe; utili~~~ 
va~ious metbods of ~re~eatation9 He·supplement~ bis l~c~ 
tu~es by in~erspe~sin~ movi~s~ slide l~9~ures And otb~r 
speakers. After a serious lectqre on casualty~ be :Ln~rP" 
duces a speaker on an enti~ely differen~ s~bject ~nd hope.~ 
fully one who will in~roduce same ligb~ness. Wb~n tb~~e 
have. bee~ two or three ~ilitary speakers in a ~ow~.h~ 
schedule~ a wife to speak on some ac.tivi~y witb wbi.c.h the 
indtvid~als in ~he audience can identify ~hemselves.. 
The lectu~es ~n personal affairs and various bene-
fi~s are detailed and lengthy. For example, tbe SAC syl-
labus takes three pages to describe the various paym~nts 
of the Veteran's Administration Indemnity Compensation, 14 
The o~ficer attempts to relate these details and statis-
tics to something ~ore than fi~res when explaining it to 
the wives. , lie preseJlts a ser:L~s pf ~lideso One .show~ ~ 
wal~et .wi tb ·.~emtents labelled as VA bene:e:L ts; the off :Leer 
asks the' wives if they know bow much will be :1.~ tbei~ 
' .. 
purse when they are widows. ~notber slide·· shows a si.tDple 
I I 
. 
estate program and figures are labeled:· income while 
children are grPWing ~nd in schooli i.ncome f9,r widow after 
ch~ldren reach age 18; mortgage or renti education; etce 
Instead of ~alking about the savings ac.c~ing f~om tax-
free payments, the o'fficer shows a ~:ilide depicting tb@ 
0 
0 
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purchasing power of tax-free income. Each sli.de in the 
lecture is designed for women; the pictures are of wives 
and families and the terms are simple--lovet family, secur-
,. 
ity and patriotism. 
In order not to overload, the subjec~~ are broken 
dawn into fifteen and thirty minute lectures and a. great 
deal of ~he material is repeated. Hand-out material is 
g~ven (pamphlet~, charts, etc.) in order that the wives 
can take another look at the information in their leisQre. 
The officer does not emphasize the retention of 
info~tion by the audience. He has two goals: to instill 
or re~nforce a favorable attitude toward the Air Force and 
to get military families to take an. interest in the~~ 
p~rsonal affair~ and see~ the ~e~~ces gf hi~ g~fige! Tb~ 
emphasi~ Q~ ~h§ l~c.tu~~~ ~s 9lw~y~ Q~ peed~ ~he. ~~QVi§ign 
of g §otut~g~ to th~~ ne~g and whe~e to ~~~ ~d4itign~l ~n~ 
fg~~ti9n apd p.~of~§sign~l ~~s~~~a~ge f~gm the Air Fg~g~! 
Discussion!~-A ~~v~e.w g~ tb~s QT!i~utatign CQU~se 
i~dicate~ ~h~t the~e. are th~ee factQ~S of ~mpo~t~noe; 
A~~~agt~P~ the eQ4lenQ~ o~ influenQiPg a vglqn~a~y ~t~ 
te.ngange~ the cr-edibility Q~ acoepta~c.e gf the c.ommqni~ 
c.atg~~ ~nd the effe.Qtlveness of the me~s~ge~ 
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Course Atten~anceo-~We have seen_two types of in-
fluence used to induce attendance at the orientation 
courseo The ~irst-~command influepce~-definitely implies 
the quasi transfer of military discipline to the wife; 
' ; 
pressure or reward is tendered to the husband and.he uses 
his domestic influence to bring about conformanceo 
This method, as was noted, often brings the wife 
to the course with a negative attitude and the family 
services officer faces a communications barrier pased on 
resentmento 
The second method--the utilization of wives to 
convince others to attend usually results in a more recep-
tive group. Although there may be the presence of social 
type pressure, this does not normally present as sensitive 
a communications bloc as one possibly based on a temporary 
domestic discord. 
Katz has illustrated that there is concentration 
of opinion leadership within certain groups. The influ· 
ence of these leaders is related to who one is, what one 
knows, and whom one knows. 15 He has further shown that 
the influence of these opinion leaders can be utilized for 
the two-step flow of communication through the inter-
personal relationso. Interpersonal relations, in addition 
tg se~ving as ghannels of info~ation can be conside~ed 
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sources of $ocial pressure and sources of social $Upport~l6 
Among military wives the most influential opinion 
I .. 
leaders are the wives of commande~sp These women~eet the 
criteria of "who one is" by virtue o.f their hushand~ 1 posi.., 
tions. Each echelon of military command has a parallel' 
echelon in the social organization of th~ wives. The wives 
of each squadron are known to the commander's wife and 
these women me~t periodically as a social group in support 
of a particular function such as a charity and to discu$s 
events or activities that pertain to the work of their 
bu§b~nd6 1 p~~tieule~ ~qu~d~9na ~b@ ggmm~nqe~ t~ Q §en~o~ 
g~~~ge~ and hi6 w~~e by vi~tY§ of her bu§b3nd's position 
and be~ time spent in the milito.l:y emmuun:Lty "knows wha.t" 
1e il.mpma tant to the youns,n: wives and "wba.t" a.ct:l.v:l.t:Lee 
w:l.ll bene£:Lt the aquad~on a.nd the commun:Ltys ~be command• 
e~'a wife a.seoc:l.ate~ w:Ltb otbe~ women of her etation ~nd 
:La acquainted with the sen:Lo~ offiee~s; abe also know~ the 
w:Lvee and fam:Ll:Lee of the men wo~k:Lng fo~ her husbands 
Thus, the eommande~'e wife :Ls an established chan• 
nel o! :Lnfo~~tion; the younge~ w:Lvoa o~ wives of sub• 
o~dinatee automatically tu~n to her for news and value 
judsmenti. 
Act:Lv:Lt:Les :Ln the community are conducted with 
much emphasis on competition among the squadrons and there 
' 
IJ 
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is normally a strong esprit de corps within each group of 
squadron wives. Once these wives equate attendance at the 
orientation course with their husbands' command and pres-
tige, they will make a personal attempt to assist. If a 
reward such as a trophy is awarded to the squadron with 
the highest number of wives in attendance, or the senior 
commander indicates his interest in attendance, the women 
will exert the effort to see that this recognition accrues 
to their husbands' group. The source of social support 
is established. 
The element of social pressure is also brought 
into play. The younger wives' opinions and attitudes are 
strongly influenced by their desire to belong to the 
group or their incliaation conform to their group values. 17 
The presence of the commanders' wives on the ad-
visory council and as active volunteers in the family 
services program takes advantage of their natural posi~ 
tions as opinion leaders to enhance the "voluntary" at-
tendance of other Air Force wives at the orientation courseG 
The Communicator.--Abelson's studies indicate that 
there will be more opinion change if the communicator; has 
high credibility than if he has low credibility. 18 "A com~ 
municator is seen as credible to the extent that the 
8 
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audience accepts him as (1) expert and (2) trustworthyonl9 
The family services officer has a certain amount of 
~uilt-in credibilityo His position as a commissioned of-
ficer and his job title imply trustworthiness and expert-
ness per se; but, even in the military community which 
automatically makes these inferences, he must further estab-
lish his position. 
We have seen how he also uses his day-to-day ac-
tivities in speaking, counseling and wr~ting to enhance 
his credib'ilityo In this reference, we might again refer 
to the importance of opinion leaderso His activities are 
personally observed by the commander's wives, volunteers 
and various military personnelo Their discussions of his 
C3P~Pititie~ ~llq$trates how they se~e a~ chann~l~ of 
~~fo~~~~Qn~~~b~s tim~ in e~t~Ql~~h~ng tn~ offiQe~ as both 
t~stwo~~by ~nd a~ an expert9 
He ~~~tber 1ncre~s~s b~s e~feqtivenes~ in faQe-to~ 
fage QQmm\1n1c~tion with ~b~ ~qcl;Lence by e~px-es.sing a view 
wb:Lcb they bold o~ with which they ag~eeo Th~s is done by 
b~s emphasis on tbe importance of the ~fe~ the b~sband 
and bqsband's value to the Air Foroe, 20 
The Messages~eTbe grientation ooqrse~ as we have 
L ib!!t£! !ZL -< L D 
seen f~gm its QOntent, is de~igned to give the wives a 
great deal1 of i;nfomations 'rbe pu';l;'po·ee of the infotmat:~on~ 
I 
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however, is to influence or reenforce their opinions to-
ward retention in the Air Force. Thus we see that the 
mere presentation of info~ation that may be retained, 
is not the communicator's goal. Along with this informa-
tion, he must be able to imply an affirmative conclusion 
that an Air Force career is desirable and get the audi-
ence to accept it.21 
The prime rule of thumb at the message stage of 
communication is~ Remember to put the Message 
in the same2frame of reference as that of the Recipient.:! 
Our premise that the frame of reference must be 
that of the recipient is based upon our knowledge of per-
ception. Hartley, et al. have described the frame of 
reference as a means to cause the recipient to structure 
his perception of the message in a certain way. 23 
The family services officer must then find a means 
to correlate his information to the needs of the Air Force 
wife. "How people are motivated.has a great deal to do 
with how they perceive and in their own minds organize the 
world about them. 1124 
We first observe the use of an emotional app~al i~ 
the officer's discussion of widows and the ap~lic~~~on ~or 
a government headstone marker. Here the officer has com-
bined the factors of isolation and distinctiveness to com-
pel attention. 25 
• 
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This utilization of structural factors is then 
followed by the introduction of needs, or the functional 
factors. 
In our specimen course we see that the officer 
structured his message toward family interest such as 
husband's pay, security in the job, security in retire-
ment. He also used simple terms such as love and family 
to express information in terms of needs·which are common 
to the frame of reference of wives and mothers. 
Supplementing the face-to-face communication the 
officer used a slide lecture to give another dimension to 
the frame of re~erence. The use of the simple pictures 
and terms such as mortgage, savings, rent and education 
again equated the benefits with individual needs. This 
technique served to present a true-to-life story with 
which the wives might identify themselves. 26 
Robinson has pointed out that "to the extent that 
our message utilizes the same language as that of the 
recipient, we are likely to commt~nicate."27 Our officer 
structured his message in this manner. Instead of discuss-
ing laws providing for benefits and'formulas for computing 
. ' 
·monthly compensation,. he discussed the n~~ds of widows and 
orphans (food., clothi~g and shelter) and ·how the laws 
would meet them. 
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"Perception contains two sets of factors--strtic-
tural and functional." 28 . Thus we find that combining the 
emotional appeal to gain attention and the subsequent 
4 
delineation of needs causes our message to meet the cri-
teria for perception. 
The fact that over five hours of the course are 
devoted to subjects within the personal affairs area 
might cause us to infer a prima facie case of the "exces-
sive reliance on the role of information to attain change 
objectives. n 29 
There are factors which mitigate this danger in 
the orientation course. First we have seen that although 
there is a great deal of information presented, there is 
also a. great diversity of subjects. Secondly, there is 
no emphasis on retention of the material, thus the re-
cipient has more leeway to select that information which 
is to her particular interest. 
F.inally we see that the communicator consistently 
reiterates needs and solutions to needs, thus keeping 
motivation primary in the message. Through these tech-
niques, we see wh~re the message can be st~cture~ t~ 
fulfill the "probability that information wi~l dovetail 
with motivation and thereby result in change.n30 
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Recommendations.--From this study we might recom-
mend the following: 
1. The audience will be more rec'::ptive and re-
sponsive to opinion change if the bid for their attendance 
is made through social channels of the community rather than 
the transfer of command pressures from the military member 
r 
to the dependent. 
2. The prestige of the family services officer 
is vital to his successful presentation of the orientation 
course, and his achievement in persuasion. He should use 
every opportunity to publicize the work of his branch and 
to create an acc~ptance of his trustworthiness and expert-
ness. This is most effectively accomplished through his 
daily work as his credibility should be established before 
his appearance in the course. 
3. The information presented in the course will 
be more effective in attitude change if the message is in 
the frame of reference of Air Force wives. The message 
must be emphatic with their needs and language if they are 
to structure their perception as desired by the communi-
cator. 
This particular portion of our study would lend it-
self tQ a controlled experiment. It is suggested that the 
course be presented utilizing two methods: one relying 
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solely on the presentation of the material as outlined in 
the Air Force Manual and using one speaker, with no sup-
plementary techniques; the second would utilize visual 
aids such as slides, movies, various speakers, etc. If 
an appreciable difference in attitude change could be 
measured in the use of one or other of the presentations, 
the resulta~t recommendations would be valuable for future 
program development as well as provide some measure of the 
effectiveness of the current program. 
The Advisory Council 
The advisory council is comprised of military staff 
officers, volunteer leaders, and selected representative~ 
of other groups within the military community. Its func-
tion is to meet quarterly and formulate plans, set poli~y 
and guide the overall-program. 
It differs from other administrative bodies in the 
Air Force because of its heterogeneous membership and thus., 
the meetings are not conducted in• the normal authoritarian 
manner of a commander's staff meeting. It also differs 
from the usual policy making body in that it can be par-
alleled more closely to a community welfare organization 
in its structure and goals rather than to a military staff 
seeking to fulfill its mission. 
-- ---~~----~--
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Principles.--We must then consider the effective-
ness of the organization on the basis of principles derived 
from community organization as well as communications: 
1. In order to be effective the advisory council 
must bring together representatives from the various groups 
within the military community. "The association must in-
volve leadership • . • identified and accepted by the ma-
jor subgroups within the community." 31 
2o The advisory council must operate under condi-
tions that will allow and encourage discussion and exchange 
between all members. 
Communication in meetings will be more effec-
tive when people feel comfortable and secure; when 
there is freedom from fear and anxiety about 
others in the meeting; when people feel on equal 
status terms; when contributions to discussion 
are not only welcomed, but there is a subtle and 
persistent pull to ensure such contributions; and 
when contributions to discussion are received 
with appreciation and understandingo32 
3o The control and structure of the communications by 
the family services officer can develop more effective lines 
of communication within the group.o This can be accomplished 
by organizational arrangement based on his cognizance of the 
members.' relations with each other and through his assump-
tion of the role of gatekeeper of the communications between 
the two groupso Through this latter technique the family 
services officer can influence interaction by saying whether 
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the message shall be received and transmitted in the same 
form or with changes. 33 
_ The way in which communication is struc-
tured is • • . of importance. There are two as-
pects to this. One has to do with the arrange-
ments of people and their relations that are 
made to facilitate communication; and the other 
with the methods used to make interaction mean-
ingful.34, 
Specimen Council Meeting.--The Advisory Council 
meeting of a SAC Air Division program is a representative 
study. 
The organization of such a division shows the fol-
lowing command hierarchy: Division Commander, Combat Wing 
Commanders (2), Base Commander. 35 The Base Commander of 
this type installation is responsible for all "housekeep-
ing" functions such as recreation services, facilities, 
youth services, community liaison, etc. 
Certain staff offices and branches perform dual 
functions within this command. For instance, the informa-
tion officer is on the division commander's staff, ·but he 
also serves the Base Commander. This is also true of the 
·Personal affairs function which is a division level 
branch, but its family services program is normally as-
signed to the Base Commander because its mission is homo-
geneous to his other areas of responsibility. 
The Base Commander of this installation would thus 
serve as president of the Family Services Advisory Council. 
Other members of the council include: 
Military 
Wing Commanders or 
their representa~ 
tives (usually a 
deputy commander or 
executive officer for 
the Wing) 
Director of Personnel 
Chief, Personal Affairs 
Branch36 
Family Services Officer 
Chaplain 
Information Officer 
Director of Personnel 
Services 
Other 
Wife of Division 
Commander 
Wife of Wing Com-
mander 
Wife of Base Com-
mander 
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Coordinator for Fam-
ily Sv.s. Program37 
Assistant Coordinator 
for~.Family Svs. 
Program 
A sample agenda for a quarterly meeting includes: 
rating of the program within the higher command, plans for 
the next orientation course, and new equipment for the 
family services centero 
The Base C~ander conducts the meeting in accord-
ance with the items listed· on the agenda, which has been· 
previously submitted to him by the Family Services Officer. 
The Family Services Officer is asked to report on 
the rating of the programo He points out that the program 
is receiving an "outstanding" rating from higher head-
quarters, but is unable to attain a perfect score, because 
not enough people are attending the orientation course. 
In order for the base to maintain its rating or to be 
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"first" in the command, extra effort must be put forth in 
this area. This leads to discussion of the next orienta-
tion course. 
The base commander indicates that he believes the 
orientation course will be more effective if given every 
three months rather than every other month and inquires as 
to the concurrence of other council members. The military 
staff have no basis for dissent, so they agreed and it ap-
pears that the council may follow the commander's sugges-
tion. The Family Services officer is hesitant to volun-
tarily disagree with the commander. During the discussion, 
one wing commander's representative asks for an analysis 
from the Family Services officer. At this time the of-
ficer points out the advantages of the established system 
of presenting courses every two months and explains the 
reasons. To gain support for his contention, he casually 
asks the division commander's wife to express her feelings. 
She supports his recommendation and points out that the 
quarterly course, as tried in the past, was not as suc-
cessful. With her affirmation the other wives side wi~h 
the Family Services officer. Since the ladies contribute 
consid~rable personal time to the program and h~ve more 
proximity to it, the base commander retracts his sugges-
tion for change, but advises the officer that he expect~· 
0 
0 
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results which will maintain the high rating of the program. 
During further discussion of the course, the wife 
' 
of the senior wing commander expresses an objection to the 
system of establishing competition between wings for at-
tendance. She is unequivocal in her desire for change. 
The military officers realize that this competition is a 
vital stimulus to attendance, yet neither the junior offi-
cers nor the wives ·wish to disagree with the wife of a 
senior colonel. The fact that this wing has the lowest at~ 
tendance cannot be tactfully pointed out to the lady. At 
this point the program coordinator~ wife of a first ser-
geant explains that her husband thinks the competitive goal 
is very useful in his contacts with the younger airmen. 
Given this opening ~he Base Commander discusses how most 
contacts with younger airmen are made through first ser-
geants and how the competitive devices mitigate aspects of 
military authoritarianism. 
The Family Services officer then suggests that in-
stead of having the wings and base competing for attendance 
at every course, that each command be responsi~le for 
"sponsoring" a course. Thus, the element of competition 
is left open to use, but pressure is put on the particular 
command only once in three courses. This compromise is 
accepted by the group. 
• 
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The Family Services officer then points out that 
the orientation course will require special information sup-
port. The base commander's wife casually mentions that 
there has not been a great deal of space devoted to the 
program in the base newspaper. The commander assures 
the council of information support and suggests to the in-
formation officer that he may wish to prepare some special 
features about the program. The authoritarian communica-
tion is obvious. 
The discussion of new equipment for the family 
services center is introduced and the officer outlines 
the need for augmentation of the household goods items 
which the center provides to newly. arrived families on the 
base. An impending staff visit would reveal a deficiency 
in this area. There are two sources for the needed items: 
donations or purchase through non-appropriated funds. 
The council agrees upon the need, but the Person-
nel Services officer who is in charge of the funds ob-
jects to ~he expenditure because of other base=wide re-
quirements. The base commander has the ultimate approval 
~r disapproval authority for the expenditure of these 
funds. In order to support his Personnel Services·officer 
and still insure the fulfillment of the program's need, he 
suggests that the officers' wives club might consider a 
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donation. 
After same discussion among the ~ves as to what 
should be purchased and from whom, the division commander's 
wife concurs with the suggestion and further suggests that 
since she and the other commanders' wives are board members 
' 
of the club, the possibility of the approval of such a 
donation is favorable. Without further discussion the 
council assumes this problem to be solved. 
The Base Commander then explains that the recently 
established evacuation procedures require preparation and 
distribution of a pamphlet for the base housing area. 
This pamphlet will out line information of what the famil-
ies are to do in case of evacuation and how to do it. Al-
though this has already been discussed with the Director 
of Personnel and the Family Services office~ it is intro-
duced in the form of a question without mention of previ-
ous discussions. 
The Family Services officer suggests that this 
project could be assumed by the volunteer program and asks 
the coordinator and assistant to express an opinion. They 
have several questions regarding who will write the pamph-
let, what should or should not be in it, how they will dis-
tribute it. 
The Family Services officer advises them that he 
will personally supervise the work and they agree to take 
0 
0 
0 
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on the project. 
Discussion.~~The organi~ation and communicatione g£ 
this adviso~y council meeting can be ~valuated py the ~pl~ 
lowing principles proposed by Nurray Gq Ross: 
1. An association must involve leader~ (ho~b 
formal and informal) identified with and accep~ea 
by major subgroups in the comrounity.38 
2. Effective communication within a group de~ 
pends to a considerable extent on the quality of 
relationships involved.39 
3·, A major task in the association 9 • • :f.,s 
• . • development of an atmosphere i~ which parti~ 
cipants .feel safe and able to-express them~elves 
freely.40 
The advisory council includes repres~ntatives from 
the major subgroups in the community. The commanders and 
staff officers represent both fromal and informal leader~ 
of the military personnel. They formally represen~ each 
of their various commands and wor~ing areas by virtue of 
their job assignment. They informally·represent a ~ross 
sec~ion of rank; for example, the commande~s and d~r~cto~§ 
repres~nt ~he senior gr,oup and the junior officers sucp 
' 
as Personnal Affairs Chief and Family Se~vices otficer rep~ 
resent ~he younger groups. The coordinator and as~istan~ 
coordinator formally represent the volunteer ~roMp ~nd the 
wives of ~he commanders informa~ly represent le~der.ship 
• 
of this gro~p. Each o~ the ladies might be constdered 
~p~grrnal ¥epresentatives of their pa~t~cul~r wives cl"b 
(officer or NCO)! 
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~he~e ~uQ groups then are ~Qe~t~fi~d. in tbe~~ 
m~jor g~gupi~g~: ~he m~lit.a~y group, the voluntee.ra o~ 
o¥g~n~~~t~on group and the les~ ~p~al Q~ §Qg~al g~o~p~e 
~be. l~~de~~ of these groups are ~dentified by their po• 
$it~Qn~ 9 ~t WOqld then appear that We bav~ a C~Q~~ sec~ 
. . 
~ign of ~~~de~sh~p to make as~oc~ation ~~pre$~p~ative 
9~ the C9ffimpnity! 
ln qpqsidering the effectiveness o~ c~~nic~~ 
tion within the gro~p through the quality of rel~t~on~ 
ship.~ involved, we discover poteneial commqn~catiQ~~ bare 
I 
riers~ 
tn many groups the members a~e restr~ct.~g 
~~om frequent face-to~face ~ontact, whether by 
by barr~ers of organizational $t~c~~re, form~1-
~~e4 channe!~ of communication~ st~tps d~ff~~~ 
~qpe~ e ! ~ -
~P~ w~litary st~ff membe~s. pec~ssa~ity ~~e in~g 
cqn~Ac~ in the day~to-day routiqe,. but ~h~s doe~ n.p~ me.~n 
~b~t t.h~y all mee~ with each otherg ~he junio~ o~~~c~~~ 
$.elggm Q~~~ direc~ly with the ~orom~nd~~, by~ repQ~~ .~o 
bim 9~ ~~c~~ve ord.e~§ through ch~nnel~~ ~be.~~~o~e~ ~be.~~ 
gpnt~c~ ~~ normally through ~hannel§ of two o~ thre~ 
§Upe~1g~ Qf~tc.e.~~~ The. of.f~cers of th~ w1ng s.ta~f~ do 
not bAve ~~eq"ent QQn~A~t w'th tb~ g~~ige~~ gfi the ~3@e 
6~~~~ ang ~he~; ~elAt~on§b~pa wi~b d~v'§'gn o~~~f memPe~~ 
~;@ ~t~"gt"~e~ P.y tne b~e~A;~by oi QQmiDAnda 
Sog~~~Y ~n tbe m'lita~y ggmmYnity ~~ ~l~g ~t~g~ 
t"~ed on ~he b~61§ Q~ ~gnk; tbe~ejg~~, tbe lad~e~ gn tbe 
oo"ngil wguld bave ~ni~eq~§nt ggn~~QU w~tb jun~g; o~~iae~~, 
Tb@ ~t~t"~ d~ffe~enges o~ ~ank ~nQ §ggiA~ pg~it~gn 
A~e. empbAa~ged ~n the mil~t~~Y commyn~ty ~~QAY§e gfi tbe 
neaess~;y ~equi~ement~ P~ m1litft~y di~gipl~ne~ 
w~ oP~erveA ~n a"r Qggna~l meet~ns ~Qm~ g~ ~be e~~ 
~eot§ o~ th~~ l~Q~ pf QO.n~ftQt ~mon~ ~be mempe~ftR Seve~~l 
Q~ tbe QQ~nc~l m~mPe~a mAqe UQ ggn~~~P.ut~Qn to ~be meet~ns; 
otbe~~. ~qgb ~~ ~b~ F~~~onnel Se~v~gea g~f~ge~, ggn,t~~P"" 
ted gnly wb~n ~n ~~e~ und~~ b~§ §p~Qiijl ~nte~eat WA~ ~ne 
t~o4Qg~g, Qene~elly ~peekinsa tbe membe~§ oi tbe §~~~f· 
bad little pe~~gn~l cgn~gQt w~~h ~be p~gs~gm~ eKGept fig~ 
tbe QYi~te~lf meet~ns tbey we~~ ~eqy~~e4 tg ~ttend~ 
Th~ aevelgpm§n~ Q~ A ~r;ee ~~mp~pbe~e witb~n ~bi6 
g~g"p p~e§ent@ ~ ~"~tbe~ d1~~~gu1tf wb,gb m~sht he pij~t'~ 
~ll¥ Att~ib"ted tg tQe 1nd~v~d"ij1 ~ta~Ya 41~~~~enge§q 
We not~g@ tbe at~~~ 1 a tendengy tg AQDAQ~ with tbe 
Aomm~nder'a ~usse§t~gn ~e~~~d~n~ gb~n~e ~nd the ~~m~ly 
Se~v~ge§ g~~'Qe~'§ ~etuAt~nge tg Qia~enta "tn eve~y ggmn 
~QmmYni~f g~~t~~n t~~d~tiona1 w~y§ of beb~vin~ d~ve1gpn42 
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and the 'tradition of a milita~y ~taff is not open ~ejec~ 
tion of a commander's recommendationq We obse~e a simi~ar 
situation when a wife of high status objects to certain 
procedures and group members are not prone to openly dis~ 
agree; a compromise is selectedn 
There are ~urther inhibitions to free e~pression 
in some of the ~ubjects arising out of the discussionsq 
~he military are not normally inclined to discussion of 
details such as ~hose involved in the purchase of bouse~ 
hold goods or the development of the evacuation pamphlet; 
these items are delegated for pu~suit outside the decision~ 
making meetings. The ladies, on the other hand, gener~lly 
pursue each detail with zest and thus we see a conflic~ in 
rea9hins a mutual goal. 
Rec~m~endation~A~~In orde~ to develop "an a~mos~ 
phere in whi~h participants feel safe. ~n~ able to e.~p~es.s 
themselves freely~n43 a realignment of the adviso~y coun~ 
qil and ehe introd~ction of another communiQ~t.ion p~in~ 
Q~ple ~s ~ecQmm~ndeda This methog was suGce~sfully ~~~d 
at v~riQu~ Second Ai~ Force bases d~~in~ ~h~ pe~igq 1~57~ 
t962a 44 
The non~military membe~s o~ the adv~~o~y council 
(the volunteer leade~s and the co~mander~' wives) were 
o~~gni~eq ~nto A cowmitt~e which roet monthly w~th tbe 
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Family Services officer. Du~ing these meetings~ confi~ 
dential in natq~e, the ladies were free to discuss de~ 
tails of projects and special activities; they also felt 
more f~ee to consider volunteer leadership and to dis" 
cuss problem areas and personalities within the prog~amq 
Where the previous lack of face~to~face contact inhibited 
free discussions in front of unknowns~ the membership of 
the smaller group was one over which they had constant 
surveillance and within which any deviation or breach of 
confidence was controlled by social pressurep 
the Family Services officer then served as a mu~ 
tual gatekeeper for the two g~oups~ On subjects which 
might elicit cont~oversy or disagreement between tbe 
ladies and the military, he was allowed to inte~pret and 
e~press the feelings of the individual group§ and suggest 
resolution of problems without open co~flict. For both 
g~oups he performed a surveillange and edito~ial funQtiong 
~bus h~ was able to take advantage of the experience and 
knowledge of the women~s gro~p and to secure ~he confi~ 
dence and QOOperation of the military staffg 
thi~ method alleviated the tensions of tQng and 
tedious discussions within the adv~a.o~y co~ncit and al~ 
low~d eaQh g~o~p ~Q ~~apple with p~oblems in their own 
manne~a 
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The Family Services office; in hie. ga~ekeeper role 
is thus able to develop more effect~ve lines of communica• 
tion within the group. 
The Volunteers 
Our history and examination of the Family Se;vic.es. 
Program clea;ly indicates that the Air Force wife wbo 
volunteers her services is the basic foundation of the 
program. Without these volunteers~ the Personal A~fai~e. 
military personnel would be unaple to provtde the p~og~am 
services unless the manning was~ at minimum, doubled. ~ven 
then military personnel could not fully assume the role 
required of a "good neighbor" with the empathy and freedom 
of another wife. 
Although the program is administered under military 
r~gulation, vol~nteers are not and cannot pe ~upjected to 
military discipline. The family services offt~er PAnno~ 
provide leadership to this group hy virtue of AiS ;an~ as 
a commissioned officer. He cannot deal with the volunteer~ 
in a strictly military manner~ Instead he mu~t again AS· 
sume the role of the persuader and permissive lead~r~ 
If his communications with volunteers are to P.e 
effective, be must take cognizan~e of the role ~h~ or~ani~ 
~ation plays in the wife's life and structure bis me~sage~ 
accordingly. 
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All volunteers are required to complete a Specim 
alized Training ~ourse before becoming active members in 
the program. This is given soon after the orientation 
course, usually within a week. During this course, the 
volunteer is instructed by the committee chairmen concern-
ing the detailed workings of ber chosen committee; the 
coordinator explains the administration and rules of the 
organization; and the family services officer defines the 
overall role of the volunteer within th~ program. 45 
Principles.~-Because this meeting can be so vital 
in the attitude the volunteer takes toward the organiza-
tion and her work within the group, the officer's message 
should be prepared with the following principles in mind. 
In her study of women's groups and volunteer or-
ganizations, Mhyra Minnis concluded: "These groups ••• 
function to meet the emotional needs of modern women by 
giving them a sense of usefulness and belonging ••• "46 
Maier in his discussion of morale points out: 
• a 0 certain factors emerge as basic to good 
morale. The more important of these is mutual 
sacrifice, participation in group activity1 the 
experience of progress toward a goal ••• q7 
Specimen Study.--In a typical training session, the 
off~ce~ del~vers the following remarks:48 
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As an individual you can assist your neighbors, for 
you as a member of an Ai~ Force family are familiar with 
the varied questions, problems and emergencies that arise 
from military living~ However, as a volunteer working 
within the organized framework of the Family Services pro-
gram, this neighborly assistance becomes more significant. 
Through your completion of the orientation course and the 
specialized committee training, you have become an author-
ized and qualified volunteer. Your interest in becoming an 
effective and important member of the Air Force is indiw 
cated by your willingness to share your experience and 
confidence with those in difficulty by using the resources 
of an organized program. 
As a volunteer there is no personal material gain 
for you from the Family Services progra~q Do not expect 
praise or thanks from the dependent you are assisting. 
Although she may sincerely appreciate your efforts, there 
are times when she may not express her gratitude. Your 
reward as .a volunteer can only be desc~ibed as a sense 
of self-satisfaction in having given some type of assist" 
anoe whanae when it was most neededv 
When you are "on duty" you are entitled to wear 
a uniform which identifies you as a volunteer worker in 
the Family Services programg The te:rm "uniform" is used 
to ;Lnd;Lcate a standard type d:r:essp The emblem: "Family 
Setv:Lces," is wotn app:r:o~imately five inches below the 
left shoulder seamA You a~e issued a membership card (SAC Fo~ 297), Outstanding volunteers are publically 
~ecognized fo~ thei~ contributions to the programA In~ 
time service stripes a~e awarded~ and if you work your 
way up to be a~sistant coordinator or the coo~dinator of 
the entire volunteer st~~tu~e~ you are entitled to wear 
the red coordinator stripeo 
When you are g~ven an aas~gnment as a volunteer~ 
it is your responsibility to do a thorough and effective jobo This includes a will1ngness to devote tbe necessary 
t:f.1t1e demandeg by'· the situat:Lonn Assistanoe given in a 
half•hearted manner is often more harmful than useful~ A 
sincere effort to understand the person with whom you are 
working and that person's interpretation of the problem 
is of primary ~mportanceo If you encounter an individual 
who sud4enly decides she does not want any information or 
assistance, you must respect her decision and immediately 
withdraw a 
e 
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Rank in the Air Force is necessary for the per-··-
formance of it~ mission as.a military organization. How-
ever, when you are a volunteer, your husband's rank must 
be forgotten. Trouble knows no ran~ and it is imperative 
that the problem, rather than the rank of the family fac-
ing it, be the object of your inte~est and aid. 
Perhaps time itself will be your major sacrifice. 
Emergencies cannot be scheduled, and if you are working 
on the casualty. or emergency services committees, you 
must be willing to assist.whenever the need arises. How-
ever, as a member of the other committees, you normally 
will have a definite schedule, chosen by you. As a volun-
teer in the Family Services program you have the privilege 
of volunteering your services for a committee.of your· ~ 
choice, and if qualified, will be accepted. Every attempt 
is made to assign to you a task for which you haye stated 
a preference, but at times you may be asked to forego 
your preference relative to the need at .hand. 
It is your privilege to resign from one committee 
in order _to serve on another, or you may serve simultane-
ously on two or·more c~mmittees. If, due to family ob-
ligations or personal reasons you find it impossible to 
continue in the program, simply inform the chairman of 
your committe~. If you are assistant chairman, submit 
your resignation to th~ Family Services Coordinator. 
The importance of members attending committee 
meetings cannot be overemphasized. Meetings are called 
only when necessary to insure or extend the committee 
function. Members are expected to be present. Corrdina-
tio~ is a must! Consult with and keep your chairmen in-
formed at all times. 
When working someone's h~e or in the Family Ser-
vices Center, you may learn many details of a family's 
life. The information you gain is strictly confidential, 
for notping can be more devastating to an individual than 
to suddenly realize her personal problem is known through-
out the neighborhood. You must assume a code of ethics 
similar to the professional ethics of a lawyer or doctor 
and agree to respect the confidence of the· in~ividual. 
If you accept the concepts that we have been dis--·· 
cussing, your experience as a volunteer in the Family Ser-
vices program will be a happy and memorable one. 
e 
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Discussiono .-. .. To meet the needs .. of usefulness and 
belonging, Minnis gives the criteria: ·~omen's voluntary 
organi2ations, centering around humanitarian, cultural, 
recreational and social goals serve the needs of its mem~ 
bers for expression. 49 
The officer clearly defines the humanitarian goal 
in his opening remarks by discussing the needs of Air 
Force families in questiQns, problems and emergencies. 
He fu~tbe~ empbaei~ea the bumanita~ian aspeot in his dis· 
eussion of self sae~tfiee on the pa~t of the volunteer 
and the absence of pe~aonal ~ain in the fo~ of praise and 
thanks a 
Certain individual social ove~tonea are siven in 
dese~iption of the uniform and awa~ds eueh as se~viee 
stripes; also the potentiality of public reeosnition ae 
a.n outatandins volunteer and possibility of holdins office 
aro mentioned, In the Air Force community, voluntee~ 
&e~iee in an organization such as Family Services or 
American Red Cross receives a great deal of emphasis among 
the wives. Thus the volunteer's identification and reoog• 
I 
niti~n in a program is an important aspect of"her social 
life. Volunteer service in such organizations is reported 
and discussed in wives clubs meetings.and meetings of squad· 
ron w:LvesQ 
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The officer's remarks specifically relate to the 
criteria for good morale as outlined by Maier: (1) mutual 
50 . 
sacrifice, (2) participation in group activity. 
The sacrifice of time and effort is identified 
with the volunteers role as a committee member. It is 
pointed out that the members·are assigned on a priority of 
need over preference. The effectiveness of giving assist-
ance in an organized framework further identifies the be-
longing to a group of others willing to work toward a com• 
mon goal. 
The discussion of the importance of committee mem-
bership, committee meetings and coordination with leader-
ship illustrates the group nature of the activity. The 
request for formal notification of committee change or 
resignation from office serves to remiad the volunteer that 
her participation in the program is the concern of others. 
The description or implication of these factors of 
morale by the ~fficer cannot effect a state of good morale; 
this can only be assessed from observation of the volunteers 
in their activities. However, the inferences of these cri-
teria by the new volunteers can be effective ia shaping 
their attitudes.and motivati~n toward the program. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study has proposed that knowledge and applica-
tion of communications principles are important factors in 
the success of a base Family Services program~ Three illus-
trations, the orientation course, the advisory council and 
the volunteers, have ou.tlined publics, ne~ds, techniques 
and factors to be considered and employed by one commu~i~ 
cator, the family services off~cer, within the program. 
An overall view, of the case studies clearly indi-
cates that the principles tested should not be isolated 
with the example. We see that the interaction within the 
advisory council directly affects the attendance at the 
orientation course; the attitudes affected at the orien-
tation course and in the advisory council also can have 
a direct bearing on the volunteer's attitude. It is thus 
equitable to say that the communications of each group are 
interdependent or can be catalystic in effect with all 
groups or publics of the program. 
However, the case studies are isolated examples of 
how communications were presented at one base or in one 
-.. 
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command and also presupposed certain other elements con-
tingent to the foundation for effective communications. 
Two ~laments prerequisi.t~ to the consideration of 
communications aspects of the program are: command sup-
port and a qualified family services officer. 
By regulation, the commander is responsible for 
) 
the program, but·· this is true of a great m~ny of the base 
programs. The extent to which he'will take a personal 
in~~rest and support the program, other than within the 
.perimeter of the regulation, is entirely dependent on how 
much he personally feels the program will contribute to 
the overall accomplishment of the base mission. 
His influence and attitude will also reflect in the 
support and interest of the other leaders within the com-
munity. Their attenti~n to a program, such as Family 
~ervices, is channelled by the example of the commander. 
The job knowledge and professional ability of ~he 
. ~ 
family services officer is of equal importance to the pro-
gram as his ability to communicate. It then falls primar-
r 
ily upon this officer t~ provide the impetus for support of 
the program. 
The commander must be 'informed as to the accomplish-
ments and contributions of t~e program to the command. The 
I 
officer should report regularly on all activities of the 
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program such as cases assisted, requests for information 
and services, coordination with other military and civil-
~an agencies and results of the orient&tion course.' 
This reporting gives the commander some concrete 
evidence of the effectiveness of the program as a manage-
ment tool. It gives him some ~nsight as to how far the 
program serves to bring together the resources of base 
agencies to bear on relief of personnel, how it assists 
in coping with some other problems arising from military 
service and gives him an awareness of some areas of dis-
satisfaction or particular problems of personnel. 1 
There are, however, limitations as to how far this 
reporting goes in an effective evaluation of the program 
for the commander. The emphasis throughout the Air Force, 
as··best determined by the author, is strictly on reporting 
of statistics. For example, the Second Air Force report~ 
ing system requires totals of all types of cases assisted. 2 
What the figures do not show are the cases not assisted 
or the families which do not request aid from the program. 
The critiques of the individual orientations courses may 
or may not reflect a wife's attitude toward retention, and 
with the exception of the results of some retention inter-
views, it does not appear that an effort has been made to 
measure the precise effects of the course upon this 
J 
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important area. It is assumed that since the wife's at-
titude is important, knowledge gained at the course af-
fects her attitude toward her husband's career. Finally, 
surveys do not reveal the attitude of the wife toward the 
Family Services program. Surveys conducted by the Informa-
tion office have attempted to measure how much information 
the wife received from the Family Services program, but 
have not concerned themselves with isolating what informa-
tion with what effect. 3 Again it appears to be assumed 
that any information she receives is positive in effect. 
We see then that present evaluations of the pro-
gram are premised on preconceived goals that any activity 
is good activity. 
The position of the family services officer is 
normally fiiled by a junior officer usually one in train-
ing to assume the position of personal affairs officer. 
Provision is made by regulations to train these officers 
not only at base level but with the assistance of the ma-
jor subordinate command. For example, the staff officer 
~· 
at numbered Air Fore~ level is responsible for teaching 
assisting the officer in the presentation of the orienta-
tion course. 4 The local personal affairs officer gener-
ally assigns certain job areas within the division to the 
family services officer and provides on~the-job training 
• 
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in the field. However, conditions do not always provide. 
for satisfactory progress in this area. Geographical fac-
tors alone can present an almost insurmountable difficulty. 
Ideally, the personal affairs and family services branches 
are located in one office, but when this is not possible 
because of limitations of base facilities, the family ser-
vices officer might be remotely located from the rest of 
the personal affairs branch. Any practical experience he 
is to gain in the other br~nches must then be accomplished 
at the sacrifice of absence from his own office. ~p~s wor~~ 
a hardship on the officer regarding his span of supe~ision 
and also on the volunteers, who usually f~el that hi~ 
pr~sence is vital to the operation of the program. If, in 
their judgment, Qe is absent too often or too mpch, ~h~i* 
interest in ~he program tends to d~minish because thgy 
feel the military dQes not attach enough im~or~a~Ge tQ ~~. 
Qualific~t~9n ~n the fielg of pe~sonal aff~~~~ 1~ 
a lQng and stu4iou~ process; the int~icacies of est~~§ p~o~ 
g~amming and QQpnseling cannot be ·learQed enti~ely py ~ote 
~nd they ~equtre knowl~dge in many a~eas of insy~ange~ law~ 
intervt~wing~ etc! Time, study~ ~nd effort by ~be of~icer-
" 
is tbe OPly ~o~g to compet~ncy~ Yet~ we see how v~tal bis 
cregib~lity is in all commqnications ~~bin the p~og~am, 
It ts one thing tQ communicate trustworthiness~ which we 
) 
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hope is innate. It is another to communicate expertness, 
which must be acquired, when one does not have the time 
to acquire it. In this case, it is necessary to enlist 
outside support. For example, the personal affairs offi· 
cer should present certain portions of the orientation 
course until the family services officer has sufficient 
job knowledge and experience to handle them properly and 
to cope with questions arising out of the'lectures. 
Coupling the above considerations with the implica~ 
tions of tqe case studies, the author suggests that a more 
effective family services program could be realized Air 
Force wide through the development of a realistic evalua-
tion process to be utilized at all leve-ls of conunand, par-
ticularly at base level for self assessment. 
The evaluation system should measure the following: 
1. Actual utilization of the services of the pro-
gram as against potential utilization. Base surveys could 
determine how many members and dependents know about the 
program, how many would and do use the services of the 
program, and how many look to other sources of aid and in-
formation and why. 
2. A measurement of communications effectiveness 
in areas such as the orientation course. 
a. An attempt should be made to measure atti-
tude change effected by the orientation course. This change, 
J 
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if any, should be correlated against surveys and then re-
tention figures to determine if the attitude change induced 
action. 
b. Evaluation of the communications and types 
of media utilized in the orientation course could be made. 
If some methods of presentation are proven more effective, 
then programs of instruction or visual aids or other media 
such as movies should be provided by the higher headquar~ers 
to assist base officers in their presentations. 
3. Minimim standards of job knowledge should be 
established for the family services officer and he should 
receive close supervision and assistance in all areas but 
p~rticularly in the communications areas until he has at-
tained these minimums. This latter recommendation might 
appear to be superfluous in that management principles in 
the Air Force imply that this criteria will always be met. 
' ~ > 
Reality, however, forces us to acknowledge that this princ 
ciple is applied in relation to the importance attached to 
the position. Effective evaluations in the previous areas 
sugg~sted w~uld ~ave a direct bearing on the emphasis 
given this latter area. 
From our history of the program, we observe that 
this program is more effective and gains necessary stabil-
ity under the direct supervision of the military. The 
author's personal observations and experience within the 
0 
0 
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program bave confi;med in he~ mind ~h~t not Pnly i~ miti~ 
ta~y supervi~iQn de~irable but is neae~§ary fp~ ~t lea~t 
two ~easonsq First1. the ~~gulation and a~tendan~ dev1cea 
such as ~atin~ systems and r~ports indu~e milita~y ~uppg~Pi 
without the directiveJ the p~ogram 1 s very e~istence w~ulA 
too often be depen.qent upon the willingne~s ~n.d mQtivat~gn 
of volunteer wives. Secondly~ the di~ective and m~litary 
supervision gives the program a built in pre~tise not 
only for the volunteers but for the publics ~t serv~~ ~nd 
attempts to influence; for e~ample~ the voluntee~s see the 
prog~am as part of the overall base mission and thus a~e 
able to i4entify themselves as business women wo~king £gr 
the Air Force. 
The addition of an evaluation sy~tem and ~t~ingen~ 
adhe~~nce to job criteria for tbe. m.ili~ary sta~f ~~e the. 
ne~t steps toward a p~ogram that nas yet to fulfill its 
, 
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FOOTNOTES 
1Ai~ F~oce Man~al 34~7, Family Services P~o~ram, 
Washipgton, D~C~; Dept. of the Kir Fo~ce, 1 May 19 8, 
p. iiiq Taken from Foreword in discussion of wnat the p~o~ 
gram should provide a co~ande.r~ · 
2see Second Air Fo~ce Rating System and Qu~~terly 
Report, Appendixq 
3~~amples are found in S,ample Su~eys conducted 
by Information Pivision, Headquarters Strategic ~ir Com~ 
mand, 1956 and 1957. 
4sac Supplement 1 to Air Force Manu~l 34-7, 
Offutt AFB, Nebraska: Headquarter~ Strategic Air Command, 
16 December 1961 9 
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BARKSDALE AIR FORCE BASE, LOUISIANA 
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1. Attached is a revised Family Services Rating System which wi I I be 
used to evaluate alI future quarterly reports. The revisions incorpo-
rated in the system comply with req'uirements .of AFM 34-7 and S/\CSUP-1. 
2. Request that all Advisory Counci I members and volunteers of the 
Family Services Program be thoroughly briefed regarding this revision. 
FOR THE COMMANDER 
~~!;;A 
BERNARD B. KENT 
Major, USAF 
1 Atch 
Directorate of Personnel 
Fami I y Services 
Rating Sys tetn 
.. 
PEACE IS OUR PROFESSION 
... 
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HEADQUARTERS 
SECOND AIR FORCE 
FAMILY SERVICES 
RATING SYSTEM 
The pages which follow contain a system for rating the effectiveness 
of the F~mi ly Services Program. Each numbered Section corresponds with 
the numbered sections on the Second Air Force Form 18, Family Services 
Quarterly Report. Sections I, II, and III measure the degree of super-
vision and training devoted to the program. Sections IV and V represent 
support areas in which command emphasis is essential for the success of. 
the program. Section VI measures the success ~f the program in volunteer 
participation. 
RATING SECTIONS 
Advisory Council I • 
II. 
Ill'. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 
Supervi·$ion and Training· 
Orientation and Training Course 
Faci I i ty 
Military Manning 
Volunteer Participation 
CONVERSION OF NUMERICAL ·SCORES 
100- 95 points OUTSTANDING 
94 
- 85 points EXCELLENT 
84 
- 75 points SATISFACTORY 
74 
- 65 points MARGINAL 
64 
- or- less UN SA TI SF ACTORY 
MAXIMUM POINTS 
Tofal 
15 
10 
30 
15 
15 
-12.. 
100 
Each quarter, Headquarter-s Second Air Force wi fl pr-epare a summary of the 
Family Services Program.within the command showing the accomplishmen'ts and 
standings of each base. Distributions' of this summary will be·made to each 
base. 
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ADVISORY COUNCIL 
A. !1 l Number of meetings held during the quarter. 
One or more 
None 
5 points 
0 points 
98 
Explanation: In accordance with SAC SUP-1 to AFM 34-7, a'minimum of 
one council meeting per quarter is mandatory. To qualify as a counci I 
meeting, a minimum of seven members must be present. 
!2) Percentage of counci I members present at the meeting. 
100% 5 points 
90% 4 points 
80% 2 points 
70% 1 point 
Less than 70% 0 ·points 
Explanation: Percentage of counci I members in attendance wi I I be 
computed from the requirement as established in SAC SUP-1 to AFM 
34-7, consisting of a minimum of 9 primary members. Members who 
are TOY or on offici a I I eave wi I I be considered as present. 
B. !1 l Recognition of outstanding volunteers. 
Three or more 
One - Two 
None 
3 points 
1 point 
0 po i.nts 
Explanation: Accomplishment awards such as volunteer-of-the-month 
certificates, letters of appreciation signed by the senior. commander 
and special publicity in base newspapers are encouraged to promote 
interest and incentive for the volunteers. Yearly, quarterly, and 
monthly selections wi II. be considered under this. rating section. 
(2) Recognition ceremony or presentation of quarterly awards to 
volunteers. 
One or more 
None 
MAXIMUM TOTAL 
2 points 
0 points 
15 points 
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SUPERVISION AND TRAINING 
A. Number of meetings held by Family Services Officer with key 
vo I un teers. · 
. . "'". 4 .. .. 
., 
' 
Three or more 5 points 
Two 3 points 
One 2 p,oi n ts 
None 0 points 
E~planation: To monitor and supervise the volunteer activities 
effectively, it is essential that the Family Services Officer meet 
frequently with key volunteers and committee members •. Executive 
Council meetings, committee meetings which the Family Services 
Officer attends, or monthly coffees which include some business 
of an official nature may be considered under this section. 
B. Number of speciaiJzed committee training sessions conducted • 
Three or more 
Two 
One 
None 
5 points 
'3 points 
1 point 
0 points 
Explanation: Specialized Training'courses are required following 
each orientation course~ to train new volunteers. Training wi I I 
consis't of specific dut\• instructions for ~ach committee • 
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III 100 
ORIENTATION AND TRAINING COURSE 
A.· Number of Orientation Courses conducted. 
One or more 
None 
5 points 
0 points 
Explanation: In accordance with SACSUP-1 to AFM 34-7, at least four 
courses a year are required. A suggested breakdown is one course per 
.quarter. Courses may be conducted in four, ·three, ·twoi·or one· day· :• 
sessions just as long as they comply with the required time allocations 
'specified irt the manual. A minimum of 20 participants should be enrol led. 
~· Per cent of participants successfully completing the course. 
100 90% 
89 80% 
79 - 70% 
Less than 70% 
5 points 
3 points 
·1 point 
0 points 
Explanation: The per cent completing the course is determined by dividing 
the number of graduates by the number enrol led or the number in attendance 
for the first session of the course. 
c.· Utilization of guest' speakers. 
Four or less 
Five 
More t.han five 
5 points 
3 points 
0 points 
Exp I ana t ion: 'In accordance wi th SACSUP-1 to AFM 34-7, a· maxi mum o.f. four 
guest speakers should be uti I ized. The reason for this is that speakers 
discussing their own phase'of the Air Force are apt to go i~to too ~uch 
detail and go over their time I imit thus dragging out the course and 
discouraging .the participants. SAC mission presenter and FS Coordinator 
are not guest speakers. 
o. Per.cent of total non-graduate dependents participating. 
25 or above 
20 24 
15 - 19 
10 - 14 
Below 10 
Explanation: r~ obiain 100% participation~ 
total non-graduates attend each. of' the f9ur 
cent, the total number of graduates wi I I be 
graduates on the base. 
MAXIMUM TOTAL 
·. 
15 points. 
13 points 
10 poi.nts 
5 points 
· 0 points 
it is desired that 25% of the 
courses. To determi~e the per 
divided by the number pf non-
30 points 
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FACILITY 
A. Adequacy of the faci I ities to accomplish the objective of the program 
in accordance with SAC standards. 
( 1 l tocated with Personal Affairs Branch 3 points 
(2) Ad~quate space for volunteer workers 3 points 
(3) Adequately furnished 3 points 
(4) Conveniently located 3' points 
(5) Adequate lending room fac i I i ty 3 points 
Explanation: SACSUP-1 to AFM 34-7, establishes the mrnrmum requirements 
for the Family Services Center. Points to be awarded wi II be based on 
the Family Services Officer's evaluation in section IV of the reporting 
form and the Second Air Force Staff Visit Report on existing faci 1 ities. 
Each rating above may be scored from'1· to 3 points if the facility is 
considered adequate and 0 if it is considered li~adequate. 
MAXI MUM TOTAL 15 points 
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v 
', 
MILITARY MANNING 
A. The number of mi I itary personnel assigned as opposed to the authorized 
strength on. the UMD. 
100% assigned of authorized 
50% assigned of authorized 
Less than 50% 
15 points 
8 points 
0 points 
Explanation: In order to earn points in. this section, personnel must be 
assigned primary duty" as Family Services Officer and/or enlisted assistant. 
If, in the op~nion of the Family Services Officer and Headquarters Second 
Air Force, too many additional duties are detracting from the effectiveness 
of the program, points may be adjusted from one to ten points lower. Where 
P,ersonal Affairs and Family Services are separated, an enljsted clerk wil I 
be physically located in the Family Services Section. 
.· 
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VI 
VOLUNTEER PARTICIPATION 
A. The per cent of volunteers actively participa~ing in the program. 
80% or above 5 points 
60% - 79% 3 points 
59% 40% 2 po,i n t s 
.. 
39% or·below 0 points 
Explanation: The scoring of this item is determined by dividing the 
number of active members participating in the program during the quarter 
by the number of volunteers whose SAC Form 294, Volunteer Training and 
Experience Record,_ is maintained in the center. 
B. Volunteer hours expended during quarter. 
0-3 Hours expended per. volunteer 0 points 
\ 
4-9 Hours expended per volunteer 2 points 
10-14 • Hours expended per volunteer 4' points_ 
15-19 Hours expended per volunteer 6 points· 
20-24 Hours expended per'volunteer 8 points 
25 & over Hours expended per volunteer 10 points 
Explanation: Points·wi I I be determined by the number of volunteer 
hours expended divided by the numbe~ of volunteer records m~intained 
(Section VI l. 
·MAXI MUM TOTAL 15 points 
·. 
--------------------
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